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Abstract

Economic growth based on the linear economy has long been considered the source of our well-
being. However, owing to looming threats of climate change and resource scarcity, we are now
facing the difficult task of incorporating the paths of continuous economic growth and
environmental sustainability. The circular economy is one of the proposed approaches for solving
this equation and, although not a new concept, has gained considerable popularity during the 21st

century among scholars, practitioners and policymakers. The circular economy draws inspiration
from nature where waste does not exist. As opposed to the linear economy, in the circular
economy, waste is minimised and value creation is maximised using what has traditionally been
considered waste as a valuable raw material.

Circular economy research has been criticised for excessively focusing on the environmental
benefits of the circular economy while neglecting the business and economic perspectives.
Economic benefits and advantages for companies being inexplicit pose a huge risk for the
transition to the circular economy. Companies tend to view the circular economy more as a
constraint to their business than as an opportunity for more sustainable economic growth. Thus,
this dissertation focuses on the business process perspective of the circular economy and
emphasises the role of companies implementing the circular economy in practice. In the future,
competitive companies will likely be the ones that can renew their business to successfully meet
sustainability targets and, in the process, find new revenue streams or cost reductions through, for
example, industrial side stream utilisation.

This dissertation studies industrial side stream utilisation as a phenomenon from a holistic and
real-world perspective. The theoretical framework is based on a thorough literature review on the
circular economy, industrial side stream utilisation and related concepts particularly value chains,
business ecosystems and productisation. The study extends the understanding of utilising
industrial side streams as a valuable raw material in business cases and studies the role of value
chains, business ecosystems and productisation in efficient industrial side stream utilisation. As
the main contribution, this dissertation presents the side stream to business (SS2B) process to
create viable businesses from industrial side streams and associated technologies. 

Keywords: business case, business ecosystem, business process, by-product, circular
economy, industrial side stream, industrial symbiosis, productisation, value chain





Leppänen, Tero, Teollisista sivuvirroista kiertotalousliiketoimintaan – arvoketjut,
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Tiivistelmä

Lineaariseen talouteen perustuvaa talouskasvua on pitkään pidetty hyvinvointimme perustana.
Ilmastonmuutoksen ja hupenevien luonnonvarojen vuoksi kiertotalous on noussut yhdeksi ehdo-
tetuista vaihtoehdoista jatkuvan talouskasvu ja kestävän kehityksen yhteensovittamiseksi. Vaik-
ka kiertotalous käsitteenä ei ole uusi, on se viime aikoina saanut paljon huomiota niin tutkijoi-
den, yritysten kuin poliittisten päättäjienkin keskuudessa. Kiertotalous ammentaa inspiraatiota
luonnosta, jossa jätettä ei synny. Toisin kuin lineaarisessa taloudessa, kiertotaloudessa arvon-
luonti maksimoidaan hyödyntämällä perinteiset jätteet arvokkaana raaka-aineena.

Kiertotalouden tutkimusta on arvosteltu keskittymisestä liikaa kiertotalouden ympäristöhyö-
tyihin samalla unohtaen sen taloudelliset näkökulmat ja liike-elämän tarpeet. Kiertotalouden
hyödyt yrityksille ovat jääneet vielä osittain epäselviksi, mikä saa heidät näkemään kiertotalou-
den enemmän rajoitteena toiminnalleen kuin mahdollisuutena kestävämpään liiketoimintaan ja
talouskasvuun. Tästä johtuen tämä väitöskirja keskittyy kiertotalouteen liiketoimintaprosessien
näkökulmasta ja painottaa yritysten roolia kiertotalouden käytännön toteuttajina. Tulevaisuuden
menestyjiä ovat todennäköisesti ne yritykset, jotka kykenevät uudistamaan liiketoimintansa kes-
tävän kehityksen periaatteiden mukaisesti ja löytävät samalla uusia tulonlähteitä ja kustannus-
säästöjä esimerkiksi teollisten sivuvirtojen hyödyntämisestä. 

Tässä väitöskirjassa tarkastellaan teollisten sivuvirtojen hyödyntämistä ilmiönä kokonaisval-
taisesta ja käytännön näkökulmasta. Teoreettinen viitekehys perustuu kiertotaloutta ja teollisuu-
den sivuvirtojen hyödyntämistä käsittelevään kirjallisuuteen sekä erityisesti arvoketjujen, liike-
toimintaekosysteemien ja tuotteistamisen käsitteisiin. Tutkimus luo ymmärrystä teollisten sivu-
virtojen hyödyntämisestä arvokkaana raaka-aineena liiketoiminnassa sekä tutkii arvoketjujen,
liiketoimintaekosysteemien ja tuotteistaminen roolia teollisten sivuvirtojen hyödyntämisessä.
Lopputulemana väitöskirja esittelee sivuvirroista liiketoimintaan (SS2B) -prosessin kannattavan
liiketoiminnan luomiseksi teollisista sivuvirroista ja niiden hyödyntämiseen liittyvistä teknologi-
oista.

Asiasanat: arvoketjut, kiertotalous, liiketoimintaekosysteemi, liiketoimintaprosessit,
liiketoimintatapaus, sivutuotteet, teollinen sivuvirta, teollinen symbioosi, tuotteistus
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and research environment 

The movement to make our society more environmentally friendly is gaining 

considerable traction as people are becoming increasingly aware of the 

consequences of their consumption and human activity on our planet. The rate at 

which earth’s population is increasing and the standard of living is rising outside 

developed countries puts tremendous pressure on the climate and our limited 

natural resources: the global consumption of materials is expected to double in the 

next 40 years (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2019). 

This means an ever-greater need for more materials, land and water, especially in 

the parts of the world just starting to adopt the industrialised patterns of the western 

world (Hirschnitz-Garbers et al., 2016). Rising global population and accelerating 

global development are associated with increased adverse environmental impacts, 

meaning business as usual is not an option for a sustainable future (Bocken et al., 

2014). Economic growth based on the linear economy has long been considered 

the source of our well-being, and humanity is now facing the difficult task of 

incorporating the paths of continuous economic growth and environmental 

sustainability (Bocken et al., 2016; Pajunen et al., 2013; Van Buren et al., 2016).  

The circular economy is one of the proposed approaches for solving this 

equation of continuous economic growth and environmental sustainability and, in 

recent years, has gained considerable attention among scholars, practitioners and 

policymakers (e.g. Bocken et al., 2016; Geissdoerfer et al., 2017; Ghisellini et al., 

2016; Kirchherr et al., 2017; Korse et al., 2016; Lieder & Rashid, 2016; Schulte, 

2013; Urbinati et al., 2017; Van Buren et al., 2016; Zink & Geyer, 2017). Since the 

industrial revolution, the linear economy and its take-make-use-dispose thinking 

have been dominant in our society (e.g. European Commission, 2014; Kirchherr et 

al., 2017; Korse et al., 2016; Lewandowski, 2016; Lieder & Rashid, 2016; Schulte, 

2013; Urbinati et al., 2017; Van Buren et al., 2016) and manufacturing industries 

generally use highly optimised production lines to create products as efficiently as 

possible without considering circularity or sustainability (Schulte, 2013). Since the 

1950s, the magnitude and range of resources used have steadily increased, 

generating increased emissions and waste (Hirschnitz-Garbers et al., 2016). These 

prevailing linear mindsets and structures in our society have made the 

implementation of circular economy challenging (Lieder & Rashid, 2016).  
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Today, the need for change has provoked industries’ interest in material 

efficiency and in finding sustainable and economically viable alternatives to current 

business practices, such as reusing materials that have traditionally been disposed 

of (Korse et al., 2016; Schulte, 2013; Urbinati et al., 2017). The increasing resource 

scarcity and climate change have not gone unnoticed by governing bodies either, 

who are implementing new strategies, introducing new laws and creating incentives 

to support green initiatives and more sustainable resource use (e.g. Bocken et al., 

2016; Hirschnitz-Garbers et al., 2016). For example, the European Commission’s 

(2020a) 2030 Climate Target Plan set an ambitious target of the Union being 

climate neutral by 2050 and acknowledges the European Green Deal initiative as a 

top political priority in continuing the European Union’s (EU’s) strong track record 

of parallel climate action and economic growth. EU has also introduced, for 

example, Directive 2018/851, which encourages EU members to take measures to 

promote the circular economy, sustainable resource use and industrial symbioses 

(European Union, 2018). Among others, China has pursued simultaneous economic 

growth and environmental sustainability by implementing circular economy 

strategies (Su et al., 2013) and is a forerunner in implementing the circular economy 

in practice (Murray et al., 2017). China is also clearly the top-ranking country in 

terms of research articles published about the circular economy; overall, the 

number of articles and journals discussing subjects related to circular economy has 

dramatically increased during the 21st century (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017; Lieder & 

Rashid, 2016).  

Murray et al. (2017) note that although sustainability and corporate 

responsibility are currently common themes in the reports of major corporations, 

doubts remain regarding whether in actuality the business is continuing as usual 

behind the scenes. However, with the increased lack of availability and supply of 

natural resources and their increased price volatility, industries worldwide can no 

longer take the availability of natural resources for granted (Korse et al., 2016; 

Pajunen et al., 2013) and are forced to rethink their business to cope with these 

challenges while facing pressure from new environmental regulation (Lieder & 

Rashid, 2016). According to Carraresi and Bröring (2021), if companies remain 

unaware of the risks resource scarcity poses, sustainability transition will be 

hampered, as the benefits of implementing circular economy are not fully realised. 

According to the European Commission’s (2020b) New Circular Economy Action 

Plan, material acquisition represents 40% of EU manufacturing firms’ cost structure, 

meaning closed-loop models proposed by the circular economy can increase their 

profitability while sheltering them from resource price volatility. 
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According to a study by Cambridge Econometrics, Trinomics and ICF (2018), 

applying the principles of circular economy across the EU economy can increase 

gross domestic income by 0.5% by the year 2030 and create 700,000 new jobs. 

Overall, industries worldwide could save billions every year with more efficient 

resource use and reuse; this provides a strong incentive to study and invest in the 

circular economy. In the future, competitive companies will likely be the ones that 

can renew their business to successfully meet the sustainability targets set by 

governing bodies and, in the process, find new revenue streams or cost reductions 

through, for example, industrial side stream utilisation. 

1.2 Objectives and scope  

Sustainability has traditionally been pursued by improving the efficiency of 

processes through technological progress (Binswanger, 2001); technology is also a 

key factor in the development of circular economy (Feng & Yan, 2007). Circular 

economy transition is often technology-driven, and new sustainable technologies 

that enable, for example, cascading usage of by-products, can potentially solve the 

current climate change and resource scarcity challenges (Carraresi & Bröring, 

2021). However, the development and implementation of these technologies is 

hampered by their associated switching costs, lack of regulations and industry 

standards, and other technology, market and regulation-related uncertainties 

(Carraresi & Bröring, 2021; Carraresi et al., 2018). In addition, as the advances in 

material and production technologies are becoming ever more incremental 

(Geissdoerfer et al., 2017), the next major steps towards a more circular economy 

must be looked at elsewhere. 

Overall, circular economy research has been criticised for mainly adopting an 

engineering perspective and focusing on the environmental benefits of circular 

economy while neglecting the business and economic perspectives (e.g. Lieder & 

Rashid, 2016; Zink & Geyer, 2017). To fill this research gap, this dissertation 

focuses more on the business process perspective than on the engineering aspects 

of the circular economy. In this dissertation, emphasis is placed on companies 

implementing the circular economy in practice. Companies are aware of the 

environmental impact of their operations but are mainly motivated by the economic 

benefits of the circular economy, as pursuing economic growth is their way of 

surviving in competitive market environments (Lieder & Rashid, 2016).  

Compared with current literature, most of which considers specific industrial 

side streams and their utilisation mainly from the engineering perspective, this 
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dissertation provides a holistic view of industrial side stream utilisation as a 

phenomenon, especially from the value chain, business ecosystem and 

productisation perspectives. The main objectives of this dissertation are as follows: 

– to extend the understanding of utilising industrial side streams as a valuable 

raw material (tangible or intangible) in business cases, 

– to study the role of value chains, business ecosystems and productisation in 

efficient industrial side stream utilisation and 

– to present a process to create viable businesses from industrial side streams and 

associated technologies. 

The starting point of this research is that there is a characterised industrial side 

stream, a technologically feasible method is available for its utilisation and the 

proposed utilisation has no legislative barriers. In many cases, these preconditions 

are met; however, these circular economy solutions are still not implemented 

because their economic sustainability and practicality in real-life operational value 

chains have not been considered in their development. This dissertation aims to 

identify the aspects needed to be considered and the steps required to turn industrial 

side streams and associated technologies into viable businesses. The contributions 

of this dissertation, summarised in chapter 3.6, will allow companies to be better 

equipped to create viable businesses from industrial side streams in the future.  

Original study I presents a novel categorisation of industrial side streams for 

reuse potential evaluation to deepen the understanding of reusing industrial side 

streams as a raw material (tangible or intangible) in business cases. Because the 

raw materials and processes used affect the properties of consequent side streams, 

industrial side streams should not be viewed as one homogeneous group. As the 

main contribution, the original study I identifies the properties affecting the reuse 

potential of industrial side streams and categorises them accordingly. 

Original study II discusses the utilisation of data centre waste heat according 

to the principles of circular economy. Data centre waste heat, being an intangible 

side stream, has some unique properties affecting its utilisation, which differ from 

those of the tangible industrial side streams examined in the other original studies. 

Original study II highlights the challenges of utilising intangible industrial side 

streams and emphasises the importance of considering the options for industrial 

side stream utilisation early in the planning process of new operations. 

Original study III discusses the role of logistics in industrial side stream 

utilisation–based business cases and value chains. Logistics is an important part of 

the circular economy; in addition to being a cost factor, logistics generate emissions 
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that may negate any environmental benefits gained from utilising industrial side 

streams as a raw material. The main contribution of original study III is the 

identification of the logistical challenges of industrial side stream utilisation and 

how geographical characteristics affect the creation of commercially viable circular 

value chains for industrial side stream utilisation.  

Original study IV discusses the creation of a healthy business ecosystem based 

on value networks and industrial symbioses. For effective industrial side stream 

utilisation, companies should distance themselves from traditional supply chain 

thinking and instead consider value networks and business ecosystems composed 

of multiple companies and their interlinked value chains. Original study IV, as the 

main contribution, presents a business ecosystem co-creation process that is 

applicable in the context of industrial side stream utilisation. 

Original study V discusses the productisation of industrial side streams for 

commercial use as by-products in novel circular value chains from both the side 

stream producer’s and user’s perspectives. Different stakeholders’ lack of 

knowledge about industrial side streams makes their utilisation challenging; thus, 

having a clearer vision of what is being sold for what purposes through 

productisation would be beneficial for all the parties involved. Original study V’s 

main contribution is the concept of productising industrial side streams for 

commercial use as by-products in commercially viable circular value chains. 

Table 1 presents an overview of the original publications and their publication 

forums. Figure 1 illustrates the dissertation structure and the logical continuum of 

the original publications and summarises the original publications’ most relevant 

research questions through which they contribute to the main objectives of this 

dissertation. 

Table 1. Overview of the original publications, their relevant research questions and 

publication forums. 

Article Title of the original publication Research question Publication forum 

I Categorisation of Industrial 

Side Streams for Reuse 

Potential Evaluation 

What are the properties affecting 

the reuse potential of industrial 

side streams? 

International Journal of 

Management, Knowledge 

and Learning 

 

II Utilization of Data Center 

Waste Heat in Northern 

Ostrobothnia 

 

What are the challenges of 

utilising intangible industrial  

side streams? 

Technical Journal (Tehnički 

glasnik) 
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Article Title of the original publication Research question Publication forum 

III The Role of Logistics in 

Industrial Side Stream 

Utilisation – Case: Aqueous 

Paint Sludge 

 

What is the role of logistics in the 

value chains of industrial side 

stream utilisation? 

International Journal of 

Management, Knowledge 

and Learning 

 

IV The Blue Bioeconomy – The 

Creation of a Healthy Fish 

Farming Business Ecosystem 

 

How to create a new healthy 

business ecosystem around 

industrial side stream utilisation? 

International Journal of 

Environment and 

Sustainable Development 

 

V Productization of Industrial Side 

Streams into By-Products—

Case: Fiber Sludge from Pulp 

and Paper Industry 

 

How to productise an industrial 

side stream into a by-product? 

Journal of Open Innovation, 

Technology, Market, and 

Complexity 
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Fig. 1. Dissertation structure, relevant research questions of the original publications 

and their relations to the main research objectives they most contribute to. 

1.3 Research process and methods 

The research strategy for this dissertation is a multiple case study on circular 

economy and industrial side stream utilisation. The case study method is 

appropriate for this research because it investigates industrial side stream utilisation 

as a contemporary, complex social phenomenon from a holistic and real-world 
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perspective (Yin, 2018). This research method has its strengths and weaknesses that 

need to be acknowledged when planning, conducting and presenting the case study 

(Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2018). According to Yin (2018), case studies are 

particularly good opportunities to shed empirical light on theoretical concepts and 

principles. Further, according to Eisenhardt (1989, p. 534), case studies focus on 

“understanding the dynamics present within single settings”. A case study is mainly 

a qualitative research method (Eisenhardt, 1989; Gupta & Awasthy, 2015; Yin, 

2018). According to Gupta and Awasthy (2015, p. 13), qualitative research is “a 

form of social science where the focus is on understanding people’s world, 

interpreting their experiences and making sense out of it”. Eisenhardt (1989) agrees 

that case study research must be viewed as part of a larger context of social science.  

Researchers’ ontological and epistemological positions affect their choice of 

methodology and approach (Gupta & Awasthy, 2015). This study follows 

interpretivism from the epistemological perspective, as defined by Gupta and 

Awasthy (2015). According to Gupta and Awasthy (2015), ontology is the study of 

being, whereas epistemology is the theory of knowledge; accordingly, this 

dissertation aims to primarily extend the knowledge of circular economy and 

industrial side stream utilisation. Interpretivists usually employ qualitative research 

methods such as case studies to understand social behaviour, forces and structures 

and argue that knowledge is built around social constructs instead of objective 

statements about the real world, as in positivism (Gupta & Awasthy, 2015). 

According to Gupta and Awasthy (2015), complete objectivity cannot be achieved 

in qualitative studies because researchers are not separate from the phenomenon 

under study and because the values and interests of the people involved become 

part of the research process. In addition, qualitative research uses the experiences 

of people as data that are inherently context-bound and subjective rather than 

objective. Thus, the findings of qualitative research provide contextual 

understanding instead of concrete and reliable data, and the goal of qualitative 

research must be theory building, not theory testing (Gupta & Awasthy, 2015). 

Theory building from case studies is also discussed by Eisenhardt (1989). 

Case studies are used for exploratory, descriptive and explanatory studies (Yin, 

2018). The case study method can employ single or multiple case studies with 

holistic or embedded (multiple units of analysis) designs, resulting in a total of four 

different case study designs (Yin, 2018). According to Yin (2018), holistic design 

is advantageous if logical subunits cannot be identified and if the underlying 

theories are holistic. However, this design can sometimes be too broad, leaving the 

analysis of cases at an abstract level. Similarly, in the embedded design, individual 
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data points are focused on and the bigger picture may be neglected (Yin, 2018). 

Researchers must therefore carefully choose their preferred research method after 

they have defined the research questions of their study (Gupta & Awasthy, 2015; 

Yin, 2018). However, in this dissertation, the case study method was more 

spontaneously chosen, as potential cases regarding industrial side stream utilisation 

started emerging through various circular economy research and development 

projects that the researchers were involved in, enabling extensive access to primary 

and secondary data of the phenomena studied. Thus, some of the included cases 

were identified and data were collected before the study was officially initiated and 

its case study protocol and research questions were defined.  

As stated by Yin (2018), cases must be defined and what is left outside the 

bounds of these cases becomes their context. In this dissertation, the identified 

industrial side streams are considered as cases, and the companies producing or 

considering their utilisation are considered as units of analysis. Because this 

dissertation covers multiple industrial side streams that were mainly analysed 

through multiple units of analysis, it can be considered a descriptive embedded 

multiple case study (Yin, 2018). Of the five original studies, original studies I and 

IV were multiple case studies and original studies II, III and V were single case 

studies. Original study IV, regarding the business ecosystem co-creation, can be 

considered an experiment, as the researchers were actively involved in the business 

ecosystem co-creation and had control over behavioural events, which is not the 

standard for case study research (Yin, 2018). Table 2 presents the research designs 

of the original studies. 

Table 2. Research designs of the original studies. 

Original study Research design 

I Descriptive holistic multiple case study 

II Descriptive embedded single case study 

III Descriptive embedded single case study 

IV Descriptive embedded multiple case study/experiment 

V Descriptive holistic single case study 

The case studies of this dissertation were adaptive (Yin, 2018), as the research 

questions, direction and focus were constantly updated during the studies according 

to new information received. Eisenhardt (1989) notes that although the early 

definitions of research questions and theoretical constructs are important, they are 

tentative for case study research and may change as the study progresses. The 
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eclectic-flexible approach defined by Gupta and Awasthy (2015), similarly 

describes the flexibility and responsiveness of the research; researchers adapt their 

inquiry, develop sharper research questions and pursue new paths of discovery as 

the study progresses and their understanding of the phenomenon under 

investigation and its context increases. For example, during original study III, one 

such path of discovery emerged during data collection and was pursued by the 

researchers. According to Eisenhardt (1989), the research focus in case studies 

sometimes emerges during data collection. 

Case study research is a linear but iterative process that requires rigorously 

following a clear methodological path (Yin, 2018). Moreover, it is an inductive, 

iterative process that is tightly linked to data (Eisenhardt, 1989). A multiple case 

study research, such as this dissertation, has the following steps: developing theory, 

selecting cases, designing data the collection method, conducting case studies, 

writing individual case reports, drawing cross-case conclusions, modifying theory, 

developing policy implications and writing the cross-case report (Yin, 2018). The 

frequent overlap of data collection and data analysis in case studies allows for the 

aforementioned flexibility and responsiveness (Eisenhardt, 1989). Yin (2018) 

agrees that case study researchers should interpret the data immediately after 

collection to better understand if changes must be made. 

Conducting a literature review is a conventional starting point of any case study 

(Yin, 2018). Here, researchers draw on the work of others to explain and provide a 

background to how the theories and concepts used in their study were developed 

(Gupta & Awasthy, 2015). Although case study research does not necessarily rely 

on previous literature or prior empirical research, theory development for case 

studies can be time-consuming and difficult (Eisenhardt, 1989). This dissertation 

builds on the theories and theoretical propositions from the research tradition of 

industrial engineering and management. Besides circular economy, relevant 

literature on value chains, business ecosystems and productisation as well as on 

business models and business case analysis was reviewed; as these concepts have 

a well-understood role in business development, the author of this dissertation and 

other researchers involved in the original studies proposed that these concepts must 

also have a role in the development of industrial side stream utilisation–based 

business cases. Relevant peer reviewed research articles were selected from Google 

Scholar, Web of Science and ScienceDirect databases, and the cross-reference 

snowballing technique was utilised to find more relevant publications based on the 

initial findings. The conducted literature review builds a theoretical framework 

against which empirical original studies I, II, III, IV and V are compared. The 
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theoretical framework of this dissertation is justified and discussed in detail in 

chapter 2.1. 

1.3.1 Data collection 

The research process includes the collection of data to better understand the 

phenomenon under investigation (Gupta & Awasthy, 2015). Data collection for 

case studies is demanding, as unlike some other research methods, no routinised 

data collection procedures are available (Yin, 2018). Data sources for case studies 

include, for example, documentation, archives, interviews, questionnaires and 

observations none of which are superior to another (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2018). 

Using multiple sources of evidence, maintaining a chain of evidence and creating 

a case study database are principles of data collection (Yin, 2018). Yin (2018) warns 

that descriptive case studies, such as those in this dissertation, must consider 

different perspectives to avoid collecting evidence that only supports a single point 

of view, which can happen unbeknownst to researchers. 

According to Eisenhardt (1989), case studies use theoretical sampling, where 

cases are not randomly selected, as in statistical sampling; instead, a broad range 

of cases are intentionally selected, such as extreme or polar cases to highlight 

differences. Case selection is based on their ability to provide relevant information 

for the defined research questions of the study (Gupta & Awasthy, 2015). Moreover, 

when theoretical saturation is reached, the number of cases selected is considered 

to be adequate (Eisenhardt, 1989). However, in practice, this is rarely achieved, as 

more pragmatic considerations such as time and money become a limiting factor 

before theoretical saturation is reached. This was the case also in the original studies 

of this dissertation. Among the five single case rationales presented by Yin (2018) 

– critical, unusual, common, revelatory and longitudinal – the cases included in this 

dissertation describe relatively common cases of industrial side stream utilisation. 

The original case studies of this dissertation were conducted in the context of 

Finland, and the empirical data for each study were collected from local industries 

by multiple investigators during 2017–2020. The original case studies were 

conducted in the following chronological order: IV (2017), I (2018), II (2018), V 

(2019) and III (2020). Various data collection methods were employed, including 

interviews, workshops, questionnaires, direct/participant observations and 

collection of existing documentation about cases. A chain of evidence was 

established through proper research documentation. For original studies I, III and 

IV, the majority of the data collected were uploaded to databases created for 
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ongoing research and development projects. Most of the data collected were 

qualitative, but some quantitative data were also acquired, such as data on the 

amounts of various industrial side streams generated in the geographical area the 

studies were conducted in.  

Data collection by multiple investigators provides two key advantages: 

complementary insights that enrich the data and convergence of observations that 

enhance confidence in the findings (Eisenhardt, 1989). One strategy of employing 

multiple investigators involves conducting interviews in teams, where each 

investigator is given a unique role, such as interviewer or note-taker, through which 

they view case evidence in divergent ways (Eisenhardt, 1989). All key informant 

interviews of the original studies were conducted in teams of two or three 

researchers with assigned roles. Another strategy is to exclude some researchers 

from field study altogether (Eisenhardt, 1989). These researchers, who have not 

met the informants and are not immersed in the case details, can possibly provide 

a more objective view of the evidence. In the original studies, the senior researchers 

involved in the study participated only in the workshops and not in the field study. 

In addition, researcher meetings were held once a month so that the investigators 

could share their thoughts and emergent ideas, as proposed by Eisenhardt (1989).  

According to Yin (2018), interviews are one of the most important sources of 

evidence in case studies. Across all the original case studies, dozens of researchers, 

industry experts and company representatives were interviewed to get a more 

profound and multifaceted understanding of both the theoretical and practical 

implications of industrial side stream utilisation. Yin (2018) identifies three types 

of case study interviews: prolonged interviews, shorter interviews and survey 

interviews. Most interviews in the original studies were shorter interviews; about 

45–90 minutes each. Some key informants were interviewed multiple times; the 

total duration of these interviews was more than 2 hours, making them prolonged 

interviews. In addition, as part of original studies II and III, a questionnaire was 

administered to companies generating case industrial side streams in their 

operations to gain more insights, in the form of quantitative and qualitative data, 

into the current state of case industrial side stream generation. According to 

Eisenhardt (1989), questionnaires are an appropriate method to collect 

complementary quantitative data in case studies to be combined with qualitative 

evidence from interviews and observations.  

All interviews of the original studies were semi-structured. They included 

predetermined questions that the researchers deemed important and were otherwise 

informal; discussion was allowed to flow freely. Case study interviews likely 
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resemble guided conversations rather than structured queries (Yin, 2018). 

Moreover, data collection in qualitative research is often an interactive process 

(Gupta & Awasthy, 2015). Accordingly, Yin (2018) warns about the possibility of 

researchers guiding the conversation, for example, by asking leading questions and 

suggests that the predetermined questions had to be carefully worded. As stated 

earlier, the case studies of this dissertation were adaptive (Yin, 2018); during the 

studies, these predetermined questions were actively modified, and potential new 

questions were added to the interview protocol based on experiences from earlier 

interviews. The interviews were not audio-recorded, and researchers relied on their 

notes to recall their content. However, in original studies III, IV and V, the key 

informants reviewed the case reports to ensure the accuracy of the noted 

information. In addition, direct observations were made in original studies I and III 

and direct and participant observations (Yin, 2018) were made in original study IV 

from meetings regarding ongoing research and development projects. Table 3 

summarises the data sources of the original studies. 

Table 3. Data sources of the original studies. 

Original study Data sources 

I Interviews (4), workshops (2), seminars (2), existing documentation (company reports, 

research reports, company websites), direct observations (project meetings) 

II Questionnaire (1), interview (1), workshop (1), existing documentation (company websites) 

III Interviews (6), questionnaire (1), workshop (1), direct observations (project meetings) 

IV Interviews (21), workshop (1), existing documentation (consumer surveys, research 

reports, news articles), direct/participant observations (project meetings) 

V Interviews (2), workshop (1), existing documentation (company reports, research reports, 

company website) 

1.3.2 Data analysis 

Data analysis in case study research requires rigorous empirical thinking, sufficient 

presentation of evidence and careful consideration of alternative interpretations 

(Yin, 2018). According to Yin (2018), a high-quality analysis uses all the evidence, 

investigates all plausible rival interpretations and addresses the most significant 

aspects of the case. Although this dissertation is a multiple case study, within-case 

analysis is an important first step to getting familiar with each case as a stand-alone 

and cross-case patterns are searched only after within-case analyses are conducted 

and unique patterns from them identified (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
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Yin (2018) lists four general strategies for data analysis: relying on theoretical 

propositions, working data from the ground up, developing a case description and 

examining plausible rival explanations. All these strategies, except developing case 

descriptions, were used in this dissertation and during its original studies. The 

theoretical propositions mentioned earlier were used as the basis for data analysis, 

and the researchers investigated whether the empirical evidence collected 

supported the theoretical propositions made. The strategy of working data from the 

ground up was applied, and using inductive reasoning, new propositions, theories 

and concepts arising from the data were identified. Gupta and Awasthy (2015) use 

the term “data churning” to represent this act of identifying concepts and patterns 

from data. In addition, the identified rival explanations (Yin, 2018) were examined 

and rejected by presenting arguments supported by empirical data. 

Yin (2018) lists five analytical techniques that can be used to analyse data: 

pattern matching, explanation building, time-series analysis, logic models and 

cross-case synthesis. The pattern matching and cross-case synthesis techniques 

were applied in this dissertation and during its original studies. In pattern matching, 

empirical data are matched to theoretical propositions. According to Yin (2018), 

pattern matching is relevant for descriptive case studies like this dissertation and 

its original studies if the pattern of predicted descriptive features is defined prior to 

data collection. Cross-case synthesis provides a more holistic view of the 

phenomenon under study by synthesising and comparing the identified within-case 

patterns across all cases and by focusing on the cases as a whole instead of drawing 

conclusions from individual data variables (Yin, 2018). Gupta and Awasthy (2015) 

agree that qualitative research studies should offer holistic depictions of the 

phenomena under investigation that highlight complex interdependencies and 

cannot be reduced to a few variables.  

Replication logic is essential for multiple case studies (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

Cross-case synthesis aims for replication – that is, coming to similar conclusions 

across multiple studied cases. Better the replication of the results, greater the 

support for them (Yin, 2018). Of the two replication types, literal and theoretical 

(Yin, 2018), this dissertation aims for literal replication. According to Eisenhardt 

(1989) and Yin (2018), single case studies, such as original studies II, III and V, 

must rely on theory and theoretical propositions to generalise case study results; in 

this case, data must be converged in a triangulation fashion. Multiple sources of 

evidence allow researchers analysing the data to use triangulation, which involves 

converging lines of inquiry. The higher the convergence of evidence, the more 

reliable and convincing the case study results (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2018). The 
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principles and lessons learned from case studies can potentially be applied to a 

broad range of situations, but generalising these from case study results is difficult 

(Yin, 2018). Case studies use analytical generalisations, where the number of cases 

is less relevant than in statistical generalisations and which instead require building 

strong supporting arguments by discussing in detail the claims made and addressing 

their potential flaws (Yin, 2018). 

Of the six compositional structures for case study results (Yin, 2018) – linear-

analytic, comparative, chronological, theory-building, suspense and unsequenced 

structures – this dissertation and its original studies use the linear-analytic structure, 

which is standard for research reports. This structure includes an introduction of 

the problem under investigation, a review of relevant prior literature, an explanation 

of the research process and methods, data collection and data analysis procedures, 

the presentation of case study results, conclusions and discussion about their 

implications (Yin, 2018). This dissertation also uses tables and figures to illustrate 

and communicate the results. According to Gupta and Awasthy (2015), researchers 

must find the right balance between description and interpretation when 

communicating the results of their qualitative research. Case study results require 

convincing grounding on evidence, and tying the results to existing literature 

discussing similar findings is one way to enhance their generalisability (Eisenhardt, 

1989). Eisenhardt (1989) suggests that when presenting the results of a study, 

researchers must fully display the evidence as well as the methods and procedures 

used so that others can assess the validity of the research. According to Yin (2018), 

when communicating case study results, potential audiences should be considered 

so as to compose the results in a way that is understandable for all. In the case of 

this dissertation, the potential audiences include academic colleagues, employees 

of companies working in the field of circular economy, non-specialists as well as 

the dissertation committee. 

1.3.3 Original studies 

Original study I investigated industrial side stream utilisation as a phenomenon 

via a descriptive holistic multiple case study (Yin, 2018). The study aimed to 

categorise industrial side streams in the context of their reuse potential. Empirical 

data for this study were collected from industries in Northern Ostrobothnia, Finland, 

during the spring of 2018, and the analysed case industrial side streams included 

steel-making slags, pulp and paper mill sludge, construction waste, heat from data 

centres and ashes from power plants. Cases were chosen based on sufficient access 
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to data, and only one case company per case industrial side stream was chosen as a 

unit of analysis to cover a larger number of industrial side streams during the study. 

Data collection methods included interviews, workshops, seminars, collecting 

existing documentation from the cases and direct observations from meetings 

regarding an ongoing research and development project at the time of this study. 

The data collected were mainly qualitative, but some quantitative data were also 

acquired; and the data were collected by multiple investigators. In addition, 

international benchmarking was conducted to investigate how the identified case 

industrial side streams were being utilised worldwide. The empirical data were 

analysed using the pattern matching technique (Yin, 2018), and the concepts 

according to which industrial side streams could be categorised in the context of 

reuse potential were identified from the data. Finally, the cross-case synthesis 

technique (Yin, 2018) was employed to draw a single set of cross-case conclusions 

about the properties affecting each industrial side stream type’s reuse potential. 

During the study, four company representatives were interviewed, including 

both producers and users of industrial side streams. All the interviews were 

informal, semi-structured and shorter interviews, as defined by Yin (2018). In 

addition, two workshop sessions were organised, where some of the industrial side 

stream cases analysed in this study were mapped; the first session focused on 

circular construction materials and the second mainly on circular agricultural 

materials. During the second workshop, the initial categorisation created based on 

the empirical business cases studied so far was presented and developed further 

according to feedback from researchers, company representatives and other 

stakeholders. Some data were also acquired from speeches and statements given in 

two public seminars organised as part of the ongoing circular economy research 

and development project. 

Original study II discusses the utilisation of data centre waste heat in the 

context of Northern Ostrobothnia, Finland via a descriptive embedded single case 

study (Yin, 2018). The study was conducted by first reviewing current literature on 

data centre technologies and then benchmarking potential waste heat utilisation 

solutions. Factors affecting data centre industry operations were also identified. 

Data collection for the empirical study was conducted during the spring of 2018, 

and the methods included a questionnaire, an interview, a workshop and collecting 

existing documentation. The data were analysed using the pattern matching 

technique (Yin, 2018). The study focused on data centres in the private sector that 

provide commercial services. Thirteen data centres in operation were identified as 
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potential units of analysis; all were located near the city of Oulu, the largest city in 

the region of Northern Ostrobothnia.  

A questionnaire was sent to all data centre entrepreneurs to gain more insights 

into the scale of their operations and into their thoughts about data centre waste 

heat utilisation in the region. Unfortunately, no adequate questionnaire answers 

were received, as the entrepreneurs were unwilling to disclose information about 

their operations perhaps owing to competitive or operational security reasons. 

However, some entrepreneurs did confirm the researchers’ assumptions that the 

data centres were small and that the entrepreneurs had not considered the utilisation 

of their waste heat. One informal, semi-structured, prolonged interview (Yin, 2018) 

was conducted over two sessions with an entrepreneur planning to build a new data 

centre in the Northern Ostrobothnia region. This company was chosen as the main 

case company for this study, and the different options to utilise the waste heat from 

their future operations were evaluated. Finally, a workshop session was organised 

with seven participants, where data centre entrepreneurs, researchers and other 

industry experts discussed the options with the most potential to utilise data centre 

waste heat in the region. 

Original study III discusses the role of logistics in industrial side stream 

utilisation–based business cases and value chains via a descriptive embedded single 

case study (Yin, 2018) in the context of Northern Ostrobothnia, Finland. Data 

collection was conducted during the spring of 2020 and included interviews, a 

questionnaire, a workshop and direct observations from meetings regarding an 

ongoing research and development project at the time of this study. In the empirical 

study, using X-ray fluorescence analysis, the chemical composition of the case side 

stream – aqueous paint sludge – was analysed by examining three samples obtained 

from different sources; moreover, the economic, technical and environmental 

feasibility as well as the business potential of the identified utilisation possibilities 

for the case side stream were studied. Most of the utilisation possibilities proposed 

in the study were those from the existing literature and obtained via international 

benchmarking, but some were innovations proposed by the researchers based on 

the results of the X-ray fluorescence analysis.  

The current state of case side stream generation was analysed by interviewing 

five company representatives. The interviews were informal, semi-structured and 

shorter interviews, as defined by Yin (2018). Three of the representatives 

interviewed belonged to companies producing the case side stream and were 

interested in finding alternatives to the costly disposal of the case side stream. One 

representative belonged to a technology provider in the potential value chains of 
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the case side stream’s utilisation, and one belonged to a regional development 

company. In addition, one potential user of the case side stream was interviewed to 

gain more insights into the technical feasibility of the identified utilisation option 

with the most potential. A workshop was also organised with 12 participants, where 

a multidisciplinary group of researchers, industry experts and company 

representatives involved in the study evaluated the business potential, costs, 

feasibility and practicality of the proposed utilisation options in the context of the 

geographical area of this study. In addition, before the workshop, a questionnaire 

was sent to all invitees to gain more insights into the current state of case side 

stream generation in the region, and the results of the questionnaire (seven answers) 

served as the basis for the workshop.  

The collected data were analysed by pattern matching (Yin, 2018) to theoretical 

propositions, and inductive reasoning was used to find relevant concepts arising 

from the data. One such discovery was the importance of logistics, which shifted 

the entire study towards analysing the role of logistics in industrial side stream 

utilisation–based business cases and value chains. The strategy of rival 

explanations (Yin, 2018) was also used to address plausible explanations, for 

example, that the identified importance of logistics might be attributable to the 

geographical characteristics of the region the study was conducted in and not 

inherently related to all industrial side stream utilisation–based business cases and 

value chains.  

Original study IV studies industrial side stream utilisation and the creation of 

a healthy bioeconomy business ecosystem via a descriptive embedded single case 

study (Yin, 2018). This study, specifically regarding the business ecosystem co-

creation, could be described as an experiment (Yin, 2018), as the researchers were 

directly involved and had control over the business ecosystem co-creation. Case 

industrial side streams included fish cleaning waste, fish oil, plant debris and 

nutrient-rich water from a recirculating aquaculture system, and their utilisation 

and the establishment of industrial symbioses were studied from both the 

producer’s and user’s perspectives, resulting in multiple units of analysis. 

Depending on the locations of the potential members’ operations, the business 

ecosystem concept created in this study can also be considered an eco-industrial 

park or network (Lowe, 1997, 2001). 

 The study was initiated in the spring of 2017 by a local entrepreneur 

establishing a large fish farm in Oulu, Finland, who invited researchers, businesses 

and other actors to cooperate in creating a new business ecosystem concept around 

their future operations. Data collection methods included interviews, a workshop, 
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collecting existing documentation and direct and participant observations from 

meetings regarding a blue bioeconomy research and development project initiated 

along with this study. Data were analysed using pattern matching (Yin, 2018) to 

theoretical propositions found, for example, from literature on business ecosystems 

and industrial symbioses, and the cross-case synthesis technique (Yin, 2018) was 

used to draw conclusions from the study.  

Thematic business and expert interviews were strongly weighted during the 

research; however, to obtain an objective view, existing documentation such as 

consumer surveys, research reports and relevant news articles was also utilised. A 

total of 21 representatives from companies and public sector organisations were 

interviewed during the study. The interviews were semi-structured, informal and 

shorter interviews (Yin, 2018). The conceptualisation of the ecosystem was an 

iterative process, and the created business ecosystem concept was constantly 

improved according to the new information and specifications received, for 

example, through interviews. Direct observations were made from project meetings, 

and regarding business ecosystem co-creation, participant observations (Yin, 2018) 

were made, as the researchers themselves were involved in the creation process and 

thus observed the activities from an insider perspective. Finally, a workshop was 

held for experts and potential members of the ecosystem. The workshop 

participants included 24 members from 16 different organisations. In the first phase 

of the workshop, the participants were divided according to their expertise into 

three thematic groups to discuss the different selected value networks; in the second 

phase, all participants together discussed the potential synergy benefits between 

selected value networks, including the possibilities for side stream utilisation. 

Original study V discusses the productisation of a case industrial side stream 

from the pulp and paper industry – fibre sludge – produced by a case company 

located in Oulu, Finland, for commercial use as a by-product via a descriptive 

holistic single case study (Yin, 2018). Empirical data collection was conducted 

during the spring of 2019 and included two informal, semi-structured, shorter 

interviews (Yin, 2018), a workshop and collecting existing documentation about 

the case. One interview was with a case company representative to discuss the 

current state of case side stream production and utilisation. The other interview was 

with a researcher studying pulp and paper industry side streams, who had 

experience with earlier attempts to utilise the case side stream.  

The information available on the website and in the public reports of the case 

company, as well as in reports from earlier research and development projects 

regarding the case company and projects regarding similar circular economy 
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subjects, was utilised in drafting the productisation of the case side stream. In 

addition, a workshop was organised with eight researchers and industry experts, 

where the practical limitations and other challenges of case side stream utilisation 

were discussed; moreover, the business potential of the proposed business case 

draft was evaluated from both the side stream producer’s and user’s perspectives. 

Theoretical propositions for the study were found from the existing productisation 

and product portfolio management literature, and data were analysed using the 

pattern matching technique (Yin, 2018). Finally, based on the data analysis and 

especially the feedback from the workshop, a conclusion was drawn about how to 

productise the case industrial side stream for commercial use as a by-product. 
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2 Literature foundation  

2.1 Theoretical framework 

The theoretical framework of this dissertation is based on a thorough literature 

review on circular economy, industrial side stream utilisation and related concepts, 

especially value chains, business ecosystems and productisation. In addition, 

concepts such as business model, business case, industrial ecosystem, industrial 

symbiosis, eco-industrial park and new product development are discussed to gain 

a holistic view of industrial side stream utilisation as a phenomenon.  

This dissertation focuses on industrial side stream utilisation, and the concept 

of circular economy is an all-encompassing umbrella under which all processes 

related to industrial side stream utilisation take place. Thus, circular economy is 

rightfully the main concept on which this dissertation’s theoretical framework is 

based. The concept of industrial ecology is also discussed as a precursor to circular 

economy, which can be viewed as its own concept within the industrial ecology 

(Saaveedra et al., 2018). Of the three levels of initiatives in the circular economy – 

micro, meso and macro (e.g. Feng & Yan, 2007; Ghisellini et al., 2016; Murray et 

al., 2017) – this dissertation particularly focuses on the meso level: the inter-firm 

implementation of the circular economy with a focus on industrial side stream 

utilisation. Majority of the current literature refers to secondary outputs of 

industrial processes as by-products (e.g. Bocken et al., 2016; Carraresi & Bröring, 

2021; Carraresi et al., 2018; Chertow, 2000; European Union, 2008, 2018; Feng & 

Yan, 2007; Lowe, 1997, 2001; Schmidt et al., 2021; Tsvetkova & Gustafsson, 2012; 

Zhu et al., 2007). However, in our definition, industrial side streams only become 

industrial by-products when they are successfully productised into standardised 

sales items. 

Transition to a circular economy requires novel circular value chains that are 

characterised, for example, by cross-industry relationships (Carraresi & Bröring, 

2021), the cascading usage of by-products (Carraresi et al., 2018) and the 

circulation of materials and energy back into the system (Fogarassy & Finger, 2020). 

Value chains and their creation are essential for industrial side stream utilisation 

because without commercially viable value chains, economic sustainability cannot 

be achieved. Novel circular value chains must be created and ramped up, and 

companies need to operate them. Literature on circular and sustainable supply 

chains is abundant; however, supply chain management has been left outside the 
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scope of this research, as the value chain and its broadened concept, value network, 

were deemed more appropriate to study the phenomenon of industrial side stream 

utilisation.  

The core concept of circular economy comes from nature, where everything is 

an input for another process in the ecosystem (Bocken et al., 2014; Ghisellini et al., 

2016; Heeres et al., 2004; Schulte, 2013; Stahel, 2016). Similarly, the core concept 

of the business ecosystem also comes from nature (Kandiah & Gossain, 1998; 

Moore, 1993). According to Nußholz (2017), business ecosystems require new key 

partners, resources and activities to effectively create and deliver value in the 

circular economy, and according to Bocken et al. (2016), the implementation of 

circular strategies, business models and designs has impacts on business well 

beyond the boundaries of an individual company. Thus, the business ecosystem 

concept is very relevant to the circular economy and to industrial side stream 

utilisation. Related to business ecosystems, the concepts of industrial ecosystem, 

eco-industrial park and industrial symbiosis are discussed. 

Transition to a circular economy is a radical change requiring companies to 

rethink how they do business (Bocken et al., 2016) and to develop new, innovative 

business models to fit the circular economy context (Lieder & Rashid, 2016). 

Frishammar and Parida (2018) argue that companies fail to apply circular economy 

principles because they are unable to change their linear business models to circular 

ones; similarly, Murray et al. (2017) argue that this lack of alternative business 

models is a barrier to the transition to a circular economy. Thus, the business model 

concept is relevant to industrial side stream utilisation as well. Related to the 

business model concept, literature on business model innovation and circular 

business model is reviewed.  

Business cases include investments, projects, products and other business 

propositions such as those for industrial side stream utilisation, and business case 

analysis is a tool to determine the feasibility and value of the cases and whether 

they should be selected or rejected (Keen & Digrius, 2002). Business case analysis 

helps companies to more efficiently use their limited resources by identifying 

unviable business cases before considerable resources are committed to them 

(Berghout & Tan, 2013; Kinnunen et al., 2011; Korse et al., 2016). One of the main 

objectives of this dissertation is to present a process to create viable businesses 

from industrial side streams and associated technologies. The business case concept 

is essential for the development of this type of business process. Accordingly, 

business case analysis frameworks for sustainability are briefly discussed.  
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Productisation is a process of defining and combining suitable tangible and/or 

intangible elements into a standardised, repeatable and comprehendible offering 

(Harkonen et al., 2015). Productisation of industrial side streams into sales items, 

industrial by-products, is needed to make industrial side stream utilisation a 

legitimate business with a clear and well-defined offering that can be efficiently 

delivered to customers. Thus, the concept of productisation is relevant to this 

dissertation’s objective of presenting a process to create viable businesses from 

industrial side streams and associated technologies. Related to the productisation 

concept, product portfolio management and new product development processes 

are discussed. 

This dissertation mainly focuses on the business process perspective of the 

circular economy instead of its engineering aspects. Transition to a circular 

economy is often technology-driven (Carraresi & Bröring, 2021), and research and 

development of technologies have yielded excellent advancements for the circular 

economy. However, the practical implementation of these new technologies, for 

example, for industrial side stream utilisation, is difficult because economic 

sustainability is not considered in their creation and because they are developed 

and tested in laboratory conditions instead of operative real-life processes and value 

chains. In addition, as the advances in material and production technologies are 

becoming ever more incremental (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017), the next major steps 

towards a more circular economy must be looked at elsewhere. This dissertation 

focuses on the steps required to turn industrial side streams and associated 

technologies into viable businesses by applying the discussed concepts. Thus, the 

technology development aspect of the circular economy is left outside the scope of 

this study. Figure 2 illustrates the scope and key concepts of this dissertation.  
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Fig. 2.  The scope and key concepts of this dissertation. 

2.2 Circular economy 

The concept of circular economy has received considerable attention over the 21st 

century from scholars, practitioners and policymakers (e.g. Bocken et al., 2016; 

Geissdoerfer et al., 2017; Ghisellini et al., 2016; Kirchherr et al., 2017; Korse et al., 

2016; Schulte, 2013; Urbinati et al., 2017; Van Buren et al., 2016; Zink & Geyer, 

2017). Van Buren et al. (2016) describe the circular economy as the latest stage in 

the evolutionary debate on sustainability, and Murray et al. (2017) describe it as the 

most recent attempt to integrate economic activity and environmental well-being 
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in a sustainable manner. However, the concept of circular economy is not new. The 

term “circular economy” was first used by Pearce and Turner in 1990, but the core 

idea of circular economy was arguably first proposed in 1966 by Boulding, who 

described earth as a spaceship with limited resources on board. Murray et al. (2017) 

note that the term “linear economy” as an antonym of circular economy has also 

been popularised by those writing on and promoting the circular economy. 

The core concept of circular economy comes from nature, where waste does 

not exist because everything is merely an input for another process in the ecosystem 

(Bocken et al., 2014; Ghisellini et al., 2016; Heeres et al., 2004; Schulte, 2013; 

Stahel, 2016). Similar to how nutrients circulate in nature, industrial “nutrients” 

can be reused and recycled in closed material loops to extract their maximum value 

with minimum waste (Bocken et al., 2014; Zink & Geyer, 2017). Almost all of 

nature’s biogeochemical cycles have been altered by human activity, and one goal 

of the circular economy is to restore these cycles to their natural levels (Murray et 

al., 2017). Moore (1993) also compares business ecosystems to natural ecosystems 

and argues that in reforming business ecosystems to be more circular, inspiration 

can be taken from nature. Comparing industrial environments to natural ecosystems 

and their functions is called industrial ecology, the concept introduced by Frosch 

and Gallopoulos in 1989. The ideal state of industrial ecology is an industrial 

system with closed cycles of materials and energy that closely resemble nature 

(Bocken et al., 2016; Ghisellini et al., 2016; Heeres et al., 2004).  

According to Erkman (1997, p. 1), industrial ecology aims “to understand how 

the industrial system works, how it is regulated, and its interaction with the 

biosphere”. According to Lieder and Rashid (2016, p. 44), industrial ecology 

considers “a systematic perspective, complex patterns of material and energy flows 

within and outside of the industrial system and technological dynamics”. Industrial 

ecology occurs at three levels: at the individual facility level, between companies 

at the inter-firm level and at the regional or global level (Chertow, 2000). The 

circular economy also has three levels of initiatives that are similar to those in the 

industrial ecology (Feng & Yan, 2007; Murray et al., 2017), and the circular 

economy can be viewed as its own concept within the industrial ecology (Saaveedra 

et al., 2018). 

The circular economy is mainly viewed as an environmentally friendly 

approach, although it benefits not only the environment but also the economy (Ellen 

McArthur Foundation, 2013a, 2013b; Lewandowski, 2016; Wijkman & Skånberg, 

2015); resource and energy efficiency and maximum utilisation of materials have 

both ecological and economic benefits (Deloitte, 2016; Lewandowski, 2016; Stahel, 
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2016). Lieder and Rashid (2016) argue that this view is held because the 

environmental benefits of the circular economy are easy to envisage, whereas its 

economic benefits and advantages for companies are more inexplicit. Besides 

environmental and economic value, the circular economy creates social value 

(Geissdoerfer et al., 2017; Kirchherr et al., 2017). According to Stahel (2013), the 

circular economy creates employment: whereas linear production and consumption 

models are resource-intensive, the activities in the circular economy, such as reuse 

and remanufacturing, are labour-intensive. Lieder and Rashid (2016) summarise 

the benefits of the circular economy compared with the linear economy, claiming 

that the linear economy depletes earth’s resources more quickly while generating 

more waste than the circular economy. The circular economy minimises resource 

depletion, waste and emissions (Geissdoerfer et al., 2020) and prevents the 

deterioration of the environment caused by linear economy production (Murray et 

al., 2017). 

The circular economy is considered to be a platform and driver for sustainable 

economic growth (Wijkman & Skånberg, 2015), and its goal is to decouple 

economic growth from the environmental pressure caused by resource use (e.g. 

Ghisellini et al., 2016; Hirschnitz-Garbers et al., 2016; Murray et al., 2017). 

However, Ghisellini et al. (2016) argue that implementing the circular economy 

cannot be claimed to support further economic growth and thus is an appropriate 

tool for steady-state and degrowth but not for growth-oriented economies. 

Hirschnitz-Garbers et al. (2016) studied resource productivity, defined as the 

economic value generated per resource used, in the EU and found that the gross 

domestic product increased faster than the resource use, meaning that economic 

growth at least in the EU has already been relatively decoupled from resource use. 

However, even this more slowly increasing resource use aggravates the problem of 

resource scarcity and pushes the use of materials, land and water to an 

unsustainable level. Thus, a complete decouplement of economic growth from 

resource use is required (Hirschnitz-Garbers et al., 2016). 

2.2.1 Circular economy thinking 

Bocken et al. (2016, p. 308) define circular economy thinking as “the recognition 

of the limits to planetary resource and energy use, and the importance of viewing 

the world as a ‘system’ where pollution and waste are viewed as a defeat”. The 

circular economy “aims to increase the efficiency of resource use with special focus 

on urban and industrial waste to achieve a better balance and harmony between 
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economy, environment and society” (Ghisellini et al., 2016, p. 11). Ellen McArthur 

Foundation (2013a, p. 7) introduced the terms “restorative” and “regenerative” by 

defining circular economy as “an industrial economy that is restorative or 

regenerative by intention and design”. Morseletto (2020, p. 769) defines restoration 

as “the return to a previous or original state” and regeneration as “the promotion of 

self-renewal capacity of natural systems with the aim of reactivating ecological 

processes damaged or over-exploited by human action”. The concept of restoration 

is also highlighted in the definition of circular economy by Murray et al. (2017, p. 

371), who state that the circular economy is “envisaged as having no net effect on 

the environment; rather it restores any damage done in resource acquisition while 

ensuring little waste is generated throughout the production process and in the life 

history of the product”. 

Summarising the definitions of circular economy in current literature, 

Geissdoerfer et al. (2017, p. 759) define the circular economy as a “regenerative 

system in which resource input and waste, emission, and energy leakage are 

minimised by slowing, closing, and narrowing material and energy loops. This can 

be achieved through long-lasting design, maintenance, repair, reuse, 

remanufacturing, refurbishing, and recycling”. According to Bocken et al. (2016), 

slowing material and energy loops means extending a product’s lifecycle and 

intensifying its use phase through design, closing means recycling products after 

use back to production to be reused as resources, and narrowing means reducing 

resource use of products and processes. Murray et al. (2017) agree that the concept 

of a cyclical closed-loop system is a common denominator amongst the different 

definitions of circular economy in the literature. They also argue that waste-as-food 

concepts, such as industrial symbiosis, where unwanted outputs of one industrial 

process are used as resources in another industrial process, are at the core of circular 

economy thinking. 

In contrast to the traditional and still dominant linear economy (e.g. Kirchherr 

et al., 2017; Korse et al., 2016; Lewandowski, 2016; Schulte, 2013; Stahel, 2016; 

Urbinati et al., 2017; Van Buren et al., 2016), the circular economy aims to extract 

the maximum utility of resources and preserve them within the economy instead of 

disposing them after use (Korse et al., 2016; Zink & Geyer, 2017). Waste is 

therefore minimised and value creation is maximised using what has traditionally 

been considered waste as a valuable raw material (Bocken et al., 2014; Korse et al., 

2016; Schulte, 2013; Urbinati et al. 2017; Zink & Geyer, 2017). The majority of 

the current literature considers the circular economy based on its three main actions: 

reduction, reuse and recycle, also called the 3R principle (Ghisellini et al., 2016). 
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Of these, the reduction is considered the leading principle (Feng & Yan, 2007). 

According to Ghisellini et al. (2016), the implementation of the circular economy, 

especially in the early stages, tends to mainly focus on recycling rather than 

reducing and reusing, even though these are more sustainable solutions in terms of 

resource efficiency and profitability; they note that there is a cut-off point where 

the recycling of materials becomes environmentally or economically too expensive 

to provide a net benefit. Bocken et al. (2016) note that to establish a continuous 

flow of resources, the recycled materials must have properties equivalent to the raw 

materials they substitute. According to the European Commission (2014), the 

circular economy goes even beyond waste prevention and reduction to inspire 

technological, organisational and social innovation. 

Schulte (2013) summarises the concept of circular economy into five key 

principles: minimise waste, identify and consider the whole ecosystem, maximise 

flexibility, use renewable energy and maximise energy efficiency. In the circular 

economy, waste is minimised through product and production designs (Bocken et 

al., 2016; Lewandowski, 2016). Production systems are redesigned in a way that 

creates value beyond just improving the utilisation of resources (Murray et al., 

2017). Products are designed so that they are easily recyclable at the end of their 

lifecycle (Stahel, 2016), the number of raw materials needed in their production is 

minimised (Van Buren et al., 2016), and the raw materials are replaced with 

sustainable materials that can later be returned to the biosphere (Ellen McArthur 

Foundation, 2013b). The circular economy lengthens the usable lifespan of 

products (Urbinati et al., 2017), and in contrast to linear systems, the production is 

designed to enable the return and repair of products (Schulte, 2013). This indicates 

the importance of the concept of reverse logistics in the circular economy, and 

unique business models facilitating returning products back to the manufacturer 

have been proposed (Van Buren et al., 2016). Overall, Van Buren et al. (2016) find 

that the logistics industry is an important enabler in the transition to a circular 

economy. 

2.2.2 Transition to a circular economy 

Transition to a circular economy is a multi-level governance challenge that requires 

actions to be taken at all levels – from international and national bodies to 

individual citizens (European Commission, 2014). According to the European 

Commission (2014, p. 7), the transition to the circular economy requires “systemic 

change and a more holistic, integrated approach which takes into account the 
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myriad of inter-linkages within and between sectors, within and across value chains 

and between actors”. Bocken et al. (2016) agree that the transition requires systems 

thinking and understanding the wider impacts of the implementation of circular 

strategies, business models and designs on business well beyond the company 

boundaries. Ghisellini et al. (2016) highlight the importance of involving all the 

actors of the society for a successful transition to a circular economy, and Lieder 

and Rashid (2016) agree that joint support of all stakeholders is needed to 

successfully implement the circular economy. 

The circular economy can be implemented 1) at the micro level, meaning 

individual companies considering, for example, waste prevention and the in-house 

circulation of materials and energy in their facilities; 2) at the meso level through 

inter-firm cooperation (e.g. industrial symbioses and eco-industrial parks); and 3) 

at the macro level, meaning city, region and nation-wide implementation of the 

circular economy (e.g. Feng & Yan, 2007; Ghisellini et al., 2016; Murray et al., 

2017). According to Lieder and Rashid (2016, p. 48), there are three major aspects 

of circular economy implementation: “waste and environmental to avoid and 

minimize environmental impacts, resource scarcity motivating regenerative use of 

resources and economic benefits for industrial companies in order to sustain and 

increase profitability”, and the circular economy implementation should avoid 

isolated views on any of these aspects. 

The circular economy is implemented in practice by companies; therefore, for 

a successful transition to a circular economy, more emphasis should be placed on 

the economic benefits of companies (Lieder & Rashid, 2016). Companies, although 

aware of their operations’ environmental impact, are primarily motivated by 

economic benefits and growth; for them, the circular economy appears mainly as a 

constraint rather than an opportunity for a more sustainable and profitable business 

(Lieder & Rashid, 2016). As the advantages of circular economy implementation 

for companies are inexplicit, this poses a huge risk for the transition to a circular 

economy overall as it makes the circular economy implementation less appealing 

for companies (Lieder & Rashid, 2016). Governing bodies, however, are more 

interested in the environmental and societal benefits of the circular economy, which 

are pursued by restricting industrial activity by legislation. Companies then try to 

fulfil their obligations to environmental legislation at minimum costs to maintain 

their competitiveness (Lieder & Rashid, 2016). Zhu et al. (2007) similarly highlight 

the differentiating viewpoints in the case of sugar production in China: farmers aim 

to maximise the price of their crop, the factories their profits and government the 

overall economic well-being and environmental protection. 
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Lieder and Rashid (2016) suggest that these contrasting motivations among 

circular economy stakeholders must be aligned and converged for a successful 

transition to a circular economy. They argue that concurrent top-down actions by 

governing bodies and bottom-up actions by companies are required to implement 

the circular economy in a way that takes into consideration the interests of all 

stakeholders and avoids the prioritisation of environmental benefits at the expense 

of economic benefits and vice versa. They also highlight the role of customers and 

the importance of social awareness in the transition to a circular economy. 

Ghisellini et al. (2016) agree and suggest that enhancing the use of more sustainable 

products and services requires the promotion of consumers’ responsibility. Feng 

and Yan (2007) also highlight the importance of consumers’ circular consumption 

patterns, preferences and behaviour in the transition to a circular economy.  

2.2.3 Criticism of the circular economy 

Overall, circular economy research has been criticised for mainly adopting an 

engineering perspective; majority of the circular economy research adopts the 

waste generation, resource use and environmental impact perspectives while 

neglecting the business and economic perspectives (e.g. Lieder & Rashid, 2016; 

Zink & Geyer, 2017). Although more ecological designs and improvements in 

efficiency owing to engineering efforts have reduced resource use, emissions and 

waste generation, these efforts alone are insufficient to offset the growing 

environmental impacts caused by the rising global population and increasing global 

development (Bocken et al., 2014). In addition to initiatives that improve the 

efficiency of production processes, fundamental changes to the increasingly 

unsustainable western lifestyle are needed to reduce consumption (Bocken et al., 

2014). Ghisellini et al. (2016) agree that the circular economy is much more than 

just the implementation of green technologies. The implementation of new 

technologies can even have an overall negative environmental impact if a so-called 

rebound effect occurs (e.g. Binswanger, 2001; Bocken et al., 2014, 2016; Zink & 

Geyer, 2017). 

Although the circular economy seems to be a superior alternative to linear 

economy in every aspect, circular models are not automatically better than their 

linear counterparts, and poorly designed circular economy systems might even be 

significantly worse than optimised linear systems (Van Buren et al., 2016). Zink 

and Geyer (2017) agree that simply using waste streams from one process as an 

input in another does not automatically mean lower environmental impacts.  They 
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argue that although circular economy activities, such as producing secondary goods 

by reusing, recycling, refurbishing and remanufacturing, have lower per-unit 

environmental impacts, they can cause a “circular economy rebound” – they can 

increase the overall production and consumption of products, thus reducing or even 

offsetting their environmental benefits. Such a rebound effect is discussed by 

Binswanger (2001), who states that sustainability concepts overestimate the 

resource- and/or energy-efficiency improvements owing to technological progress 

by ignoring the behavioural responses evoked by the introduction of new 

technologies, and by Bocken et al. (2014, 2016) who warn that more efficient 

production owing to technological development may lead to more affordable and 

accessible products, causing an increase in their consumption, or may trigger 

customers to spend the money they have saved on other polluting activities. 

Zink and Geyer (2017) criticise circular economy research for often 

overlooking the economic part of the circular economy and underestimating its 

environmental impacts by assuming that recycled materials displace raw materials 

at a 1:1 ratio, as this is unlikely for most materials. Zink et al. (2016) argue that 

poor substitutes might even have zero displacement. Similarly, Binswanger (2001) 

criticises the sustainability concept of assuming that an increase in efficiency by 1% 

will lead to a decrease in resource use by 1%, as sometimes an increase in efficiency 

increases resource use. Zink and Geyer (2017) identify two circular economy 

rebound mechanisms: 1) secondary goods fail to substitute the primary goods they 

are competing with, for example, owing to inferior quality or lack of market 

acceptance – that is, they do not actually reduce resource use – and 2) secondary 

goods compete with primary goods by lowering prices, which coupled with 

increased supply on the market leads to a decrease in the price of primary goods. 

This overall decrease in prices can lead to an increase in demand, as customers are 

able to buy more goods at lower prices, thus reducing or offsetting the 

environmental benefits. Zink and Geyer (2017) also point out that dual goals of 

economic growth and environmental sustainability pursued by many governing 

bodies worldwide contradict each other and will inevitably lead to a circular 

economy rebound; any environmental benefits gained from making industrial 

operations more sustainable are reduced or offset by the increase in demand owing 

to economic growth. 

Murray et al. (2017) identify the absence of the social dimension as a major 

limitation of the circular economy concept. The concept of sustainable 

development includes social aspects in terms of human stakeholders, well-being 

and rights and raises issues of inter- and intra-generational equity, which limit its 
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ethical dimensions and unintended consequences. The circular economy concept, 

however, does not explicitly recognise these social aspects, and how circular 

economy concepts lead to greater social equity remains unclear. As such, the 

current circular economy concepts lack the consideration of important moral and 

ethical issues (Murray et al., 2017). Murray et al. (2017) also criticise the circular 

economy concept for its over-simplistic goals and potential unintended 

consequences. They take the use of biofuel as an example of an activity that on a 

surface level seems to have positive environmental outcomes but that has led to 

tropical deforestation and to many species losing their natural habitats. Their other 

examples include green technology solutions, requiring the mining of rare earth 

minerals at a considerable environmental cost, and long-lasting products made 

from technical nutrients that end up being ultimately more harmful to the 

environment than products with shorter lifecycles made from natural nutrients. 

2.2.4 Industrial side stream utilisation 

Industrial side streams are unwanted but unavoidable secondary outputs of 

industrial processes that refine raw materials and other inputs into products 

(Tromans, 2001). The European Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC defines 

a by-product as “a substance or object, resulting from a production process, the 

primary aim of which is not the production of that item” (European Union, 2008, 

p. 11). In this dissertation, the term “side stream” is used to describe such secondary 

outputs of processes; as per our definition industrial side streams only become 

industrial by-products once they are successfully productised into standardised 

sales items. One distinct feature of these secondary outputs of processes is price 

ambivalence, meaning their value can range from positive to negative depending 

on the circumstances they are generated in (Baumgärtner, 2004). Another feature is 

contaminated interaction, meaning these materials become contaminated due to 

their past use, which affects their physical properties or the way stakeholders use, 

perceive and interact with them (Baxter et al., 2017).  

Industrial side streams are often still treated as waste, even though they can 

provide value as a raw material or energy source (Pöykiö et al., 2018). This value 

can be harnessed by applying the principles of circular economy, and reusing 

industrial side streams in interlinked cycles of production can minimise waste and 

maximise value creation (Nußholz, 2017; Schulte, 2013). Industrial side stream 

utilisation is one avenue for a company to gain competitive advantage by finding 

new revenue streams or cost reductions (Lowe, 1997, 2001; Tsvetkova & 
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Gustafsson, 2012). Carraresi and Bröring (2021) argue that in some companies that 

implement the circular economy, the valorisation of industrial side streams can 

even become a primary, core business. Husgafvel et al. (2016) summarise the 

benefits of utilising industrial side streams to produce new products in four points: 

utilising industrial side streams supports the recycling of materials, decreases the 

use of raw materials, reduces waste generation and ensures a high level of 

environmental protection. According to Ghisellini et al. (2016, p. 25), reusing 

materials and energy at the end of their lifecycle and considering their use in 

product and process design “allows to close the material and energy cycle (closed-

loop), maximise waste use, minimize the use of virgin materials and the release of 

noxious materials to the environment”. However, industrial side stream utilisation 

faces obstacles; for example, lack of market acceptance towards “waste” materials, 

such as industrial side streams, is a recurring theme in the literature (e.g. 

Baumgärtner, 2004; Baxter et al., 2017; Park & Chertow, 2014; Schmidt et al., 

2021). In addition, new materials that are industrial side streams can face 

difficulties in being accepted as substitutes of existing alternatives that have been 

in use for decades (Schmidt et al., 2021).  

According to Park and Chertow (2014), a material becomes waste because of 

the mismatch between its generation and consumption and not necessarily because 

of its physical or chemical properties. If an industrial side stream is deemed to be 

waste, it must be handled according to waste legislation. The EU’s Waste 

Framework Directive 2008/98/EC defines waste as “any substance or object which 

the holder discards or intends or is required to discard” (European Union, 2008, p. 

9). The Directive establishes major principles such as an obligation to handle waste 

in a way that does not have a negative impact on the environment or human health 

and proposes a five-step hierarchy to reduce waste generation: prevention, reuse, 

recycling, other recovery (i.e. energy recovery) and disposal (European Union, 

2008). Directive 2018/851 makes amendments to Directive 2008/98/EC to better 

reflect the EU’s ambition to transition to a circular economy and encourages EU 

countries to take action to promote the circular economy, the sustainable use of 

resources and industrial symbioses (European Union, 2018). 

According to the Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC, a by-product is not 

considered to be waste if “(a) further use of the substance or object is certain; (b) 

the substance or object can be used directly without any further processing other 

than normal industrial practice; (c) the substance or object is produced as an integral 

part of a production process; and (d) further use is lawful, i.e., the substance or 

object fulfils all relevant product, environmental and health protection 
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requirements for the specific use and will not lead to overall adverse environmental 

or human health impacts” (European Union, 2008, p. 11). The Directive also 

defines the end-of-waste criteria: a material is no longer considered waste when it 

has “undergone a recovery, including recycling, operation and complies with the 

specific criteria to be developed in accordance with the following conditions: (a) 

the substance or object if commonly used for specific purposes; (b) a market or 

demand exists for such a substance or object; (c) the substance or object fulfils the 

technical requirements for the specific purposes and meets the existing legislation 

and standards applicable to products; and (d) the use will not lead to overall adverse 

environmental or human health impacts” (European Union, 2008, p. 11).  

Defining the waste, end-of-waste and industrial side stream statuses is 

important, as whether a material is considered waste or not can be crucial for its 

recovery and subsequent utilisation possibilities (Husgafvel et al., 2016; Pajunen et 

al., 2013; Tromans, 2001). If potential industrial side streams are not used, they 

unnecessarily end up in landfills and cause environmental pollution (Schmidt et al., 

2021). According to Pajunen et al. (2013), legislation is one of the main barriers to 

industrial side stream utilisation, and removing the waste status of an industrial side 

stream or its subsequent by-products can be a time-consuming and expensive 

process. Feng and Yan (2007) agree that the legislative barriers to the 

implementation of circular economy need to be removed. However, legislation is 

also one of the major drivers in improving material efficiency and has contributed 

to the more efficient use of industrial side streams, increased recovery of materials 

and safe disposal of waste (Husgafvel et al., 2016; Pajunen et al., 2013). 

Environmental regulation can make turning industrial side streams into by-products 

and locally exchanging them economically viable (Lowe, 1997). Moreover, 

tightening environmental legislation and the rising cost of landfilling are drivers 

for the development of new waste treatment methods (Pöykiö et al., 2019). In 

addition to the rising cost of landfilling, the decrease in the availability of landfill 

sites causes problems for companies, encouraging them to improve their material 

efficiency and develop new technologies to reduce their dependency on landfill 

sites (Husgafvel et al., 2016). Although the disposal of waste materials by 

landfilling or incineration causes heavy environmental impacts and the loss of 

valuable resources, it is still a dominant disposal method worldwide (Ghisellini et 

al., 2016).  

Ghisellini et al. (2016) highlight the role of public authorities in removing the 

barriers to industrial side stream utilisation and providing adequate support for 

companies to implement the circular economy. The European Commission (2014) 
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agrees that policy actions are needed to remove the barriers to industrial side stream 

utilisation and to support circular economy efforts by providing funding, creating 

economic incentives and granting incentives for innovation and closer 

collaboration between companies along value chains. According to Geissdoerfer et 

al. (2017), the circular economy heavily relies on regulation and the deliberate 

design of incentive structures to guide and align stakeholder behaviour. Stahel 

(2013) suggests taxation as a means to encourage and accelerate circular economy 

implementation. Ghisellini et al. (2016) also note that various policies and 

economic instruments, such as taxes, environmental permits and financial subsidies, 

are used worldwide to promote the circular economy. Hirschnitz-Garbers et al. 

(2016) suggest that in addition to policy actions tackling unsustainable resource use, 

the identification of the key drivers causing it is required. 

2.3 Value chain 

Companies’ competitive advantage depends on their ability to create more value 

for their customers (Adner & Kapoor, 2010). The supply chain is a traditional way 

of viewing companies’ value creation, and it describes the steps needed to take a 

product from production to consumption and indicates how the cost of each step 

should be minimised (Hearn & Pace, 2006). Supply chain thinking focuses on 

companies’ internal flows and the flows they have direct control over (Sahay, 2003). 

It improves efficiency and reduces costs, thus helping companies in terms of 

inventory management, acquisition and order fulfilment (Rainbird, 2004; Sahay, 

2003). However, traditional supply chain thinking is insufficient to meet customers’ 

expectations (Bovet & Martha, 2000). Hearn and Pace (2006) studied the 

emergence of value ecology thinking and the paradigm shifts in value creation 

conceptualisation; they note how the way companies think about their value 

creation had shifted from supply chains to the consideration of value chains and 

value networks. According to the value network concept, a company’s value chains 

can be thought of as interconnected with its key partners (Berndt, 2003; Tsvetkova 

& Gustafsson, 2012). 

The value chain concept was introduced by Porter in 1985. A value chain 

comprises the required activities to produce an offering and deliver value to 

customers. As such, it is a tool to ensure that each activity performed increases the 

value of an end product or service (Porter, 1985, 2001). Contrary to supply chain 

thinking, where the focus is on cost minimisation, value chain thinking emphasises 

cost optimisation and value maximisation (Walters & Lancaster, 2000). According 
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to Porter (1985), the value chain’s primary activities are inbound logistics, 

production processes, outbound logistics, marketing and sales and after-sales 

services, whereas its secondary activities are organisation infrastructure, 

technology development, human resource management and procurement. 

According to Magretta (2002), the generic value chain has two parts: activities 

associated with making something and activities associated with selling something. 

Porter (2001) proposes that competitive advantage is gained either with 

operational effectiveness – that is, doing the same things as others but better – or 

with strategic positioning – that is, providing unique value to customers. If 

companies’ competitive strategy of choice is the latter, they must tailor their value 

chains to produce and deliver this unique value to customers (Porter, 2001). Value 

chain thinking helps companies to gain competitive advantage by identifying their 

key resources and assets and enabling them to primarily focus on value-adding 

activities (Berndt, 2003). According to Monden (1993), all activities performed by 

companies can be defined as value-adding, non-value-adding or necessary but non-

value-adding. 

The value chain concept has also been criticised. The term “value chain”, 

according to Hearn and Pace (2006), has its limitations as a metaphor, as it suggests 

a single linear process where one step leads to the next: it clarifies key processes of 

product delivery while hiding the dynamism of value creation. They also define the 

deficiencies of the value chain concept: value chain creation not being considered 

as both a competitive and cooperative process and the concept’s rather simplistic 

view of the value created being contained in the end product without regard to the 

externalities. The value chain model also suggests static rather than dynamic 

processes (Kandiah & Gossain, 1998; Rainbird, 2004), ignores the environment 

and suggests the value chain exists in isolation (Rainbird, 2004) and does not 

highlight the symbiotic relationships between companies and their customers, 

suppliers and partners (Kandiah & Gossain, 1998), which are its other deficiencies. 

Circular value chains are characterised, for example, by cross-industry 

relationships (Carraresi & Bröring, 2021) and the cascading usage of by-products 

(Carraresi et al., 2018). According to Roos (2014), circular value chains maximise 

resource efficiency by minimising all inputs and efficiently utilising side streams 

and waste. Fogarassy and Finger (2020) argue that instead of value chains, the 

circular economy has value circles, where products and services are delivered while 

material and energy are circulated back into the system. Carraresi and Bröring 

(2021) suggest that the implementation of circular logic and new disrupting 

sustainable innovations and technologies gives birth to novel circular value chains 
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and leads to the deconstruction of the traditional, established value chains. Carraresi 

et al. (2018) argue that sustainability transition overall means value chains moving 

from firm-centric approaches towards a circular network-centric logic. 

Novel circular value chains can mean new actors entering the business and 

requiring the establishment of new cross-industry relationships upstream and 

downstream of the emerging novel circular value chains (Carraresi & Bröring, 

2021). These cross-industry relationships in the circular economy can even be 

extended to stakeholders not part of these novel circular value chains, such as 

research centres, governmental institutions and non-profit organisations (Carraresi 

& Bröring, 2021). Schmidt et al. (2021) discuss converting agricultural side streams 

to urban construction materials and emphasise the need to develop innovative 

circular value chains to implement these solutions. They also suggest that circular 

value chains must adapt to local conditions and that in their creation, the viewpoints 

of the various heterogeneous actors involved must be considered. 

2.4 Business ecosystem 

The business ecosystem concept was introduced by Moore (1993), who states that 

a company should not be viewed as a member of a single industry but rather as part 

of a business ecosystem that crosses a variety of industries. Moore (1993) argues 

that innovative and successful business need to evolve rapidly and effectively, 

which cannot happen in a vacuum and instead requires the creation of cooperative 

networks – business ecosystems. Kandiah and Gossain (1998) recognised early that 

business ecosystems were not a trend but a long-term revolution of the business 

world; even today, both the academic and managerial interest in business 

ecosystems characterised by interdependent value creation and interdependence 

across organisations and activities is only increasing (Adner, 2017). According to 

Iansiti and Levien (2004), business ecosystems have a core technology, product or 

service and an interconnected network of companies delivering them while 

simultaneously extracting more value for themselves by co-creating with other 

members of the ecosystem. This core technology, product or service is the 

ecosystem’s focal value proposition and the foundation of the entire ecosystem 

(Adner, 2017). Talmar et al. (2020) suggest that today’s highly specialised 

companies focusing on their core business rarely have the resources required to 

develop and commercialise these complex value propositions by themselves.  

Zahra and Nambisan (2012) highlight the interaction and dependencies of 

business ecosystem members when producing goods, technology or services for 
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customers. Moore (1993) emphasises companies’ capability to coevolve around 

new innovations and to work together both cooperatively and competitively. 

According to Rong et al. (2013), the business ecosystem concept equips companies 

with a more comprehensive view of collaboration; they are not just linked in a 

supply chain.  Business ecosystem members create new value by cooperating with, 

competing with and complementing each other, and companies can create more 

value by cooperating than they could as individual actors (Lappi et al., 2015, 2017). 

Adner and Kapoor (2010) agree that simultaneous cooperation and competition is 

one of the defining characteristics of a business ecosystem and that a business 

ecosystem should only be formed if its members create and receive more value 

through the community. Adner (2017) further agrees that the members of a business 

ecosystem need to achieve a threshold level of coordination for the focal value 

proposition to materialise. Thus, the members of a business ecosystem are 

dependent on other members in their value creation (Iansiti & Levien, 2004). 

According to Smith (2013), the interdependency and complexity of simultaneous 

cooperation and competition are the risks of being a member of a business 

ecosystem. The more interdependent the ecosystem members are, the more likely 

they are to run into problems, as they might not have sufficient bargaining power 

over members that they are dependent on in their value creation (Adner & Kapoor, 

2010). Talmar et al. (2020) agree that interdependency confines companies but also 

allows them to achieve higher value creation. 

Business ecosystems differ from traditional business environments in the sense 

that the community is at the centre and instead of individual companies, the 

competition for market share is primarily between different business ecosystems. 

Besides market share, business ecosystems fight for dominance and a chance to 

shape the future of their industry (Moore, 1993). Moore (1993) relates the concept 

of business ecosystems to that of natural ecosystems, where different species fight 

for superiority. Adner (2017) agrees that there is competition within and across 

business ecosystems. Further, Kandiah and Gossain (1998) suggest that the core 

concept of natural and business ecosystems is the same and that both comprise 

multiple actors with dynamic and non-linear interactions between them. Adner 

(2017) agrees that business ecosystems are inherently multilateral and that the 

relationships between ecosystem members are more complex than just bilateral 

interactions. Just like in nature, the exact boundaries of an ecosystem are hard to 

define, and the individual members of the business ecosystem share the fate of the 

entire ecosystem (Iansiti & Levien, 2004). According to Adner (2017), the 

ecosystem members themselves can have differentiating perceptions about the 
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composition of the business ecosystem. Natural ecosystems sometimes crumble 

when faced with sudden changes such as natural disasters in their environment. 

New ecosystems are then established to replace them (Moore, 1993). Similarly, 

new innovations can create new ecosystems and render existing ecosystems 

obsolete (Zahra & Nambisan, 2012); as the circular economy changes the 

traditional production patterns (e.g. Korse et al., 2016; Schulte, 2013; Urbinati et 

al., 2017), business ecosystems require new key partners, resources and activities 

to effectively create and deliver value in the circular economy (Nußholz, 2017). 

According to Moore (1993), although natural ecosystems lack the social aspects 

and active decision-making of business ecosystems, there are clear parallels 

between the evolution of natural ecosystems and the changes that business 

environments go through, which have profound implications for the way these 

ecosystems should be managed by companies.  

2.4.1 Business ecosystem structure 

Business ecosystems have several roles and positions, such as leader and follower 

(Adner, 2017), that their members can occupy. According to Iansiti and Levien 

(2004), ecosystems have keystone organisations, dominators and niche players. 

Keystone organisations have a crucial role in creating and sharing value in the 

network, and removing them can result in the collapse of the entire ecosystem 

(Iansiti & Levien, 2004). Moore (1993) defines these strong leaders as central 

ecological contributors, and this central position allows them to capture 

significantly larger value than their follower companies. Dominators are either 

physical dominators, trying to manage and directly control a large proportion of the 

network, or value dominators, draining value from the network for themselves 

while providing little to no value for the ecosystem. These dominators can either 

make niche players obsolete by taking over their roles in the ecosystem’s value 

creation and value capture or exploit their critical position in the ecosystem to a 

point where there is not enough value for others to stay in the ecosystem. The 

majority of ecosystem members are niche players responsible for most of the value 

creation and innovation. Niche players focus on their narrow domain of expertise, 

thus differentiating themselves from other ecosystem members. Business 

ecosystem roles are not static, and members can move, for example, from niche 

players to dominators and vice versa (Iansiti & Levien, 2004). Adner (2017) agrees 

that the roles and both leader and follower positions of a business ecosystem can 

be contested by other actors from inside or outside the initial ecosystem.  
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Adner (2017) presents an ecosystem-as-structure approach that, on contrary to 

traditional business ecosystem literature, focuses on activities instead of actors and 

their affiliations. Adner (2017, p. 40) defines an ecosystem as “the alignment 

structure of the multilateral set of partners that need to interact in order for a focal 

value proposition to materialize” and suggests that activities, actors, positions and 

links are the four key elements of the ecosystem structure. This focus on value 

proposition and interdependent value creation through activities distinguishes this 

approach from other approaches to interdependence such as networks and 

platforms (Adner, 2017). In the traditional ecosystem-as-affiliation approach, 

business ecosystem partners are thought to have a direct link to the leading focal 

actor, whereas in the ecosystem-as-structure approach, owing to the focus on joint 

value creation, partners are actors on whose participation the value proposition 

depends, regardless of whether they have direct links to the focal firm. This means 

that the same set of companies can constitute multiple business ecosystems if they 

are pursuing multiple value propositions or that a single company can have multiple 

positions in the ecosystem if undertaking multiple activities. As the ecosystem 

members do not necessarily have a direct link to the focal firm, these companies 

can even be unaware of being a part of a business ecosystem and of their role in 

producing the ecosystem’s value proposition (Adner, 2017). 

Following Adner’s (2017) structuralist approach to business ecosystems, 

Talmar et al. (2020) developed a strategy and visual presentation tool for innovation 

ecosystem modelling, the Ecosystem Pie Model, that breaks down the ecosystem 

structure into ecosystem-level constructs – the ecosystem’s value proposition, user 

segments and actors – and to actor-level constructs – resources, activities, value 

addition, value capture, dependence and risk. By undertaking activities, actors 

convert their resources into value addition, which is their contribution to the 

ecosystem’s value proposition. Some of these contributions can be unique and 

necessary for the ecosystem’s value proposition to be achieved, whereas others are 

merely value-enhancing (Talmar et al., 2020). Talmar et al. (2020) note that the 

actors do not necessarily own the resources they use to produce their value addition, 

as resources can be obtained from other actors in the ecosystem or by using shared 

facilities, such as in an eco-industrial park. Dependence is measured by the extent 

to which an actor’s own success is tied to the success of the entire ecosystem 

(Talmar et al., 2020). Thus, achieving the ecosystem’s value proposition is more 

important for some actors than for others, resulting in a potential risk of low-

dependence actors not contributing to the ecosystem’s value proposition and to the 

success of the ecosystem (Adner, 2017; Talmar et al., 2020). Some actors can even 
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try to purposefully harm the ecosystem owing to strategic reasons (Iansiti & Levien, 

2004). 

2.4.2 Business ecosystem development 

In natural ecosystems, what first seems like a random collection of elements 

eventually forms well-structured communities. The same is true for business 

ecosystems that start out as a loosely connected network of companies and evolve 

over time (Moore, 1993). Lappi et al. (2017) agree that business ecosystems are 

formed by transforming unstructured business networks into operational 

ecosystems around a specific project, innovation or service operated by a central 

actor. Business ecosystems can form organically or as managed initiatives, 

although ecosystem formation in practice is a challenging, unpredictable and highly 

cooperative effort that cannot be directly managed (Lappi et al., 2017; Letaifa, 

2014). According to Moore (1993), business ecosystems develop in four stages: 

birth, expansion, leadership and self-renewal (or death); each stage has its own 

cooperative and competitive challenges. Similarly, Lappi et al. (2017) determine 

the business ecosystem development stages as formation, operation and renewal or 

death.  

During the birth or formation stage, the business ecosystem members need to 

focus on defining the core value of the ecosystem based on customer needs and 

how that value is delivered. A leader must emerge to initiate rapid and continuous 

improvement and the iterative process of trying out new innovations which is one 

of the key advantages of such ecosystems over well-established business 

communities (Moore, 1993). Kandiah and Gossain (1998) note that successful 

ecosystem formation directly affects ecosystem health. Letaifa (2014) argues that 

successful ecosystem formation requires a clear vision, leadership and social 

community building. Lappi et al. (2017) also highlight the critical role of leadership 

and the importance of governance actions during the formation stage. Further, 

Adner (2017) highlights the importance of ecosystem strategy in realigning 

activities and actors to form a new business ecosystem around the defined focal 

value proposition. Talmar et al. (2020) agree that innovating companies need to rely 

on other actors in their innovation ecosystem to cooperate in achieving the new 

value proposition. Adner (2017) defines two types of alignment risks: co-

innovation risks, which refer to actors’ capability to undertake the required 

activities, and adoption chain risks, referring to actors’ unwillingness to undertake 

the required activities. Adner (2017) also identifies actors’ expectations about the 
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ecosystem structure and their roles to be a potential source of disagreements and 

risks. If a company is unable or refuses to contribute a value addition that is 

necessary for the ecosystem’s value proposition to materialise, this warrants actions 

from other actors in the ecosystem, for example, companies can try to contribute 

the needed value addition by themselves or invite new actors with the required 

capabilities to the ecosystem (Talmar et al., 2020). The Ecosystem Pie Model tool 

can be used to evaluate ecosystem configurations and find more viable and less 

risky alternatives (Talmar et al., 2020). 

During the expansion stage, the business ecosystem expands, and the battle for 

market share, key partners and resources with other ecosystems begins. The 

expansion stage requires a business concept that customers value, scalability to 

broader markets and the ability to meet the increasing market demand. In the fight 

against other ecosystems, a business ecosystem can win, lose or end up coexisting 

with rival ecosystems. Only if the ecosystem has good profitability, growth worth 

fighting over and stable value creation structure and processes can it be considered 

to have reached the third stage – leadership (Moore, 1993). 

In the leadership stage, the ecosystem members start competing among 

themselves over who can create critical value for the entire ecosystem and start 

taking over activities from other members that are close to them in value chains 

(Moore, 1993). Depending on the original leader’s position, the dependence on the 

leader can diminish; in the case of a strong leader, the ecosystem members cannot 

live without them. In the leadership stage, the main challenge for ecosystem leaders 

is to continue shaping the future of the ecosystem and avoid becoming obsolete 

(Moore, 1993). 

The final stage, self-renewal or death, happens to well-established business 

ecosystems when they are threatened by new expanding ecosystems or sudden 

changes in their environment owing to, for example, new innovations or 

government regulation. The ecosystem needs to renew itself, for example, by 

implementing new innovations to maintain its leadership (Moore, 1993). According 

to Adner (2017), in long-existing ecosystems, the ecosystem elements tend to be 

stable, and when innovation does require a change in the configuration of these 

elements and the realignment of activities and actors, the importance of the 

ecosystem strategy is highlighted. According to Moore (1993), a dominant leader 

may try to hinder the growth of new ecosystems, for example, by attracting new 

followers that could otherwise join rival ecosystems – once part of an ecosystem, 

switching to another can be risky and expensive. If the ecosystem is unable to renew 

itself, it loses its leadership status or becomes obsolete (death) (Moore, 1993). 
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2.4.3 Business ecosystem health 

The creation of a business ecosystem is not an end in itself and does not guarantee 

success (Letaifa, 2014). The business ecosystem needs to be healthy and should 

only be formed if its members are able to create and receive more value through 

the community (Adner & Kapoor, 2010). A healthy business ecosystem offers its 

members stable, predictable and reliable relationships and value creation (Iansiti & 

Levien, 2004). Every company in a business ecosystem needs to receive healthy 

profits and must maintain bargaining power over other members (Moore, 1993). In 

some cases, ecosystem success may mean individual members of the ecosystem 

have to suffer. These suffering companies, however, weaken the overall health of 

the ecosystem and in the long run, the ecosystem is only successful if its individual 

members succeed (Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Letaifa, 2014). Lappi et al. (2015) argue 

that the size of the network, the actors and their relationships are more important 

precondition for success than business transactions. Adner and Kapoor (2010) 

agree that the relationships between ecosystem members have a direct effect on its 

success and that the overall health of the ecosystem can be assessed through them.  

Iansiti and Levien (2004) define three indicators for a healthy business 

ecosystem: productivity, robustness and niche creation. Productivity refers to the 

ecosystem’s ability to create new products or lower costs and to develop and self-

renew continuously. Robustness refers to the ecosystem’s predictability and the 

ability to withstand external disturbances, similar to the ability of natural 

ecosystems to survive natural disasters. Niche creation refers to the ecosystem’s 

ability to support its diversity and to create new business functions in niche markets. 

A diverse ecosystem is also more robust, and the variety of expertise found in an 

ecosystem improves its ability to absorb external shocks and turn them into 

productive innovations (Iansiti & Levien, 2004). Ramachandran and Mukherji 

(2007) state that diversity is important for ecosystem health and that a sufficiently 

diverse ecosystem is more likely to have the required capabilities needed to adapt 

to sudden changes.  

According to den Hartigh et al. (2006), the overall health of an ecosystem is 

determined by partner health and network health. Partner health refers to an 

individual company’s ability to take advantage of the opportunities offered by the 

ecosystem membership. Companies unable to do so will have difficulties surviving 

and thus undermine the health of the entire ecosystem. Network health describes 

how well-embedded the companies are in the ecosystem; the more relations 

between members, the healthier the ecosystem. Companies with fewer relations are 
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less committed to the ecosystem and thus are at a higher risk of switching to another 

ecosystem (den Hartigh et al., 2006).  

Lappi et al. (2017) have determined the dimensions of ecosystem health: 

sustainability, renewal, resilience and innovativeness. Sustainability can be 

measured by the size of the anchoring actor’s business network. Anchoring actors 

can be defined as the ecosystem’s leading actors with the largest direct business 

networks, connections to moderating actors and the longest presence in the 

ecosystem. Renewal can be measured by the number of moderating actors. 

Moderating actors link ecosystem modules together by hosting strong relationships. 

Resilience and innovativeness can be measured by the number of strong 

relationships and the number of weak relationships, respectively. A strong 

relationship means deeper ongoing collaboration whereas weak relationships are 

temporal transaction-specific connections (Lappi et al., 2017). 

Business ecosystems require leadership. Leaders ensure that the business 

ecosystem members have a common goal and are investing in a shared future with 

the hopes of profiting from it together (Moore, 1993). Although difficult in practice, 

members of the ecosystem should distance themselves from traditional supply and 

value chain thinking, commit themselves to this shared vision of the future and 

accordingly align their own incentives (Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Kandiah & Gossain, 

1998; Letaifa, 2014; Moore, 1993). This alignment of ecosystem members’ 

strategies is needed, as clashing incentives can damage the overall ecosystem health 

(Letaifa, 2014). Adner (2017) highlights partner alignment as a critical challenge 

in ecosystem strategy and defines alignment as the extent to which there is mutual 

agreement among the ecosystem members regarding their positions, roles and 

activity flows. Thus, in a successful business ecosystem, besides having non-

clashing incentives, members must be satisfied with their positions and agree on 

the configuration of activities required to materialise the ecosystem’s focal value 

proposition (Adner, 2017). However, ecosystems can sustain a certain level of 

divergence of interests and perspectives of value creation and distribution and still 

bring about the promised value (Adner, 2017). In addition, Adner (2017) highlights 

the importance of considering the business models of other ecosystem members for 

successful realignment. Moore (1993) also discusses the complex interplay 

between cooperative and competitive business strategies in the business ecosystem 

co-evolving process. According to Letaifa (2014), competitors belonging to the 

same business ecosystem are rarely able to abandon their competitive mindset, 

which can lead to fierce competition over value capture and thus weaken the health 
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of the entire ecosystem; in some cases, it can lead to the dissolution of the 

ecosystem (Letaifa, 2014). 

2.5 Industrial ecosystem 

An industrial ecosystem is a system where the consumption of materials and energy 

is optimised, waste generation is minimised and effluents of processes are used as 

inputs for other processes (Frosch & Gallopoulos, 1989). According to industrial 

ecology thinking, industrial complexes should mimic natural ecosystems to 

minimise waste and use materials, energy and water efficiently. The industrial 

ecosystem is formed by a regional network of companies, and the closer to each 

other those companies are located, the more cost and environmentally efficient their 

exchanges of material and energy are (Heeres et al., 2004). According to Tsvetkova 

and Gustafsson (2012), industrial ecosystems provide companies with both 

environmental and economic benefits through the effective cycling of materials and 

energy and other opportunities from being part of a larger entity. They argue that 

instead of traditional value chains, there are value networks in industrial 

ecosystems involving interconnected value chains of companies from various 

industries. Industrial ecosystems are complex systems where industrial by-products 

can be as important as companies’ main products (Tsvetkova & Gustafsson, 2012). 

According to Lowe (1997, 2001), there are three types of eco-industrial projects 

and key strategies for implementing industrial ecology that can overlap: by-product 

exchange, eco-industrial parks (EIP) and eco-industrial networks (EIN). This 

phenomenon of by-product exchange is also called industrial symbiosis in the 

literature (e.g. Bocken et al., 2016; Chertow, 2000; Ghisellini et al., 2016; Lowe, 

1997, 2001; Zhu et al., 2007), which is the term used in this dissertation.  

2.5.1 Industrial symbiosis 

According to Chertow (2000, p. 313), industrial symbiosis “engages traditionally 

separate industries in a collective approach to competitive advantage involving 

physical exchange of materials, energy, water, and/or by-products. The keys to 

industrial symbiosis are collaboration and the synergistic possibilities offered by 

geographic proximity”. According to Lowe (1997, p. 59), industrial symbiosis links 

companies “in a web of trades of materials, water and energy”. According to Zhu 

et al. (2007, p. 33), “the essence of industrial symbiosis is taking full advantage of 

by-product utilization, while reducing residual products or treating them 
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effectively”. Bocken et al. (2016, p. 313) define industrial symbiosis as “a process- 

orientated solution, concerned with using residual outputs from one process as 

feedstock for another process, which benefits from geographical proximity of 

businesses”.  

According to Murray et al. (2017) and Bocken et al. (2014), industrial 

symbioses and other value from “waste” concepts are at the core of circular 

economy thinking. Lowe (2001) describes industrial symbioses as the most popular 

and frequently attempted strategies for applying industrial ecology, and Chertow 

(2000) depicts industrial symbiosis as a strategy for implementing industrial 

ecology at the inter-firm level. A prime example of industrial symbioses and inter-

firm industrial ecology is the renowned Kalundborg EIP in Denmark (e.g. Chertow, 

2000; Heeres et al., 2004; Lowe, 2001). Similar exchanges of material and energy 

enabled by physical proximity have been in place, for example in the chemical 

industry, for a long time before the introduction of the industrial symbiosis concept 

(Heeres et al., 2004). However, the key difference is that these prior exchanges have 

existed between relatively homogeneous companies and industries whereas 

industrial symbioses and EIPs present such exchanges between heterogeneous 

companies and industries (Heeres et al., 2004). Lowe (2001) notes that industrial 

symbioses are not automatically desirable if the generation of industrial side 

streams can be diminished or prevented altogether with cleaner production methods 

and other alternatives, for example, and their environmental, social and economic 

benefit trade-offs must be considered. 

Industrial symbioses can develop spontaneously, and their creation must be 

largely self-organising and not over-planned (Lowe, 1997; Zhu et al., 2007). Lowe 

(2001) argues that companies’ ability to self-organise is one of the foundations for 

successful industrial symbiosis creation. The creation of industrial symbioses 

requires analysing material and energy flows, their composition and nature, volume, 

circumstances in which they are generated and variations in their quality (Lowe, 

1997). Heeres et al. (2004) agree that information must be gathered about 

companies’ input and outputs to identify possibilities for industrial symbioses. 

Tsvetkova and Gustafsson (2012) note that knowing the properties of these existing 

material flows is important, as they greatly affect the possibilities for their use and 

the properties of the consequent by-products. Further, assessment of material or 

energy flows’ adequacy for creating viable businesses and assessment of the 

amount of processing are needed (Lowe, 1997). For example, in their study on 

supplementary cementitious materials, Schmidt et al. (2021) found most analysed 

agricultural side streams to be too low volume for the cement industry and other 
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properties, such as seasonally varying supply, quality variations and logistics to 

collect and process materials from decentralised sources, as major obstacles for 

their utilisation. Information about existing material and energy flows must be 

disseminated locally to find potential utilisers for them (Lowe, 1997), and 

workshops are a useful forum to identify potential matches for industrial symbioses 

and to get potential partners in contact with each other to discuss industrial 

symbioses’ economic, technical and environmental issues (Lowe, 2001). 

A single company can create its own network of industrial side stream 

utilisation (Lowe, 2001). Zhu et al. (2007) studied the industrial symbioses of 

Guitang Group and its subsidiary companies in China and found that the 

establishment of industrial symbioses has generated new revenue streams, reduced 

emissions and disposal costs, and improved the quality of products. Guitang Group 

has developed new downstream business functions and established new subsidiary 

companies to operate them to utilise nearly all the industrial side streams generated 

upstream as secondary material inputs and, in the process, broadened their product 

portfolio from sugar to paper, alcohol, cement and fertilizers, which has also made 

them more resilient to market volatility. Besides these internal symbioses, the group 

also developed a network of external stakeholders to support these actions and even 

utilise side streams from their competitors’ sugar production. This strategy of 

establishing completely new business functions to utilise company’s own side 

streams, however, goes against the current trend of companies focusing on their 

core business and more diversified and interdependent business functions create a 

complex system that is difficult to manage (Zhu et al. 2007). 

According to Lowe (1997, 2001), companies utilising each other’s residual 

energy and material flows have proven quite appealing and commonsensical with 

many economic and environmental benefits, and companies participating in 

industrial symbioses can, for example, gain revenue from sales of their industrial 

side streams and savings in disposal costs. Ghisellini et al. (2016) agree that the 

economically profitable use of side streams and the minimisation of cost abidance 

to environmental regulations are benefits of industrial symbioses. According to 

Husgafvel et al. (2016), industrial symbiosis products have a better overall 

environmental performance compared to products made from primary raw 

materials. However, Lowe (1997) also lists the challenges and risks of industrial 

symbioses and determines over-interdependency to be a major risk of adopting 

industrial symbioses. Companies involved in industrial symbiosis will lose a 

critical supplier or market if a plant closes (Lowe, 1997, 2001) or changes its 

processes in a way that the desired side stream is no longer generated. According 
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to Lowe (1997, 2001), this risk can be managed as any other supplier or customer 

relationship by ensuring the reliability of supply with contracts and by maintaining 

contact with alternative suppliers. Other risks and challenges of industrial 

symbioses identified by Lowe (1997) are, for example, that sharing knowledge 

about a company’s inputs and outputs may allow competitors to copy their 

operations and that inconsistent quality of industrial side streams can damage 

production equipment or lower the quality of products. These risks can be managed 

by carefully considering how much information is shared and by establishing 

adequate quality control standards (Lowe, 1997). Despite their benefits, the 

questionable continuity, stability and other potential problems of industrial 

symbioses might discourage companies from adopting them (Ghisellini et al., 

2016).  

2.5.2 Eco-industrial park 

An eco-industrial park (EIP) refers to an area in which several companies have 

multiple industrial symbioses between them (Ghisellini et al., 2016). The eco-

industrial network (EIN) is a similar concept to EIP but instead of a physically 

defined park, an EIN operates on a broader region or municipality level (Lowe, 

1997, 2001). Heeres et al. (2004) describes virtual EIPs as sites where participating 

companies are not necessarily located in a single industrial park but throughout the 

whole region, which is akin to the EIN as defined by Lowe (1997, 2001). The core 

intention of an EIP or an EIN is to create a system for trading material, energy and 

water side streams among companies within an industrial park, a neighbourhood 

and/or a region (Lowe, 2001). In these parks and networks, companies aim to 

optimise resource usage and use materials previously perceived as waste, according 

to circular economy thinking, as valuable resources to reduce pollution, cut 

disposal costs and gain new revenues (Lowe, 2001). Feng and Yan (2007) note that 

EIPs redesign material and energy flows according to the principles of the circular 

economy, using one facility’s outputs as inputs for another, thus closing the loops, 

maximising the use of materials and energy and minimising the discharge of wastes.  

Lappi et al. (2017) discuss the creation of a business ecosystem as a managed 

initiative. Similarly, Heeres et al. (2004) argue that EIPs can be developed as 

managed initiatives instead of spontaneously evolving over time, as in Kalundborg. 

According to Heeres et al. (2004), Kalundborg EIP was not designed as an EIP but 

gradually evolved over two decades as companies discovered that the establishment 

of industrial symbioses resulted in economic benefits for all parties involved and 
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provided additional environmental benefits as well. According to Lowe (2001), the 

Kalundborg EIP evolved from a series of bilateral deals between companies driven 

by regulatory demands, and tightening environmental regulations made it 

economically sound to turn major waste into by-products and exchange them 

locally. According to Heeres et al. (2004), the development of an EIP as a natural, 

spontaneous process or as a managed initiative is a long-term project. Lowe (2001) 

states that the development of an EIP is an iterative process that requires several 

rounds of planning and design. The development of an EIP should be initiated for 

both economic and environmental reasons (Heeres et al., 2004), and the feasibility 

of the project should be evaluated using economic, technical and environmental 

criteria (Lowe, 2001). Successful EIPs can find a balance between their economic, 

social and environmental goals (Lowe, 2001).  

According to Heeres et al. (2004), the first step in the creation of an EIP is the 

formation of a business network, and the process begins with the identification and 

recruitment of important stakeholders in the community (Lowe, 2001). According 

to Lowe (2001), an EIP can be created around a major anchor tenant whose inputs 

and outputs help define the next tier of companies; however, an anchor tenant is 

not necessary for successful EIP development (Heeres et al., 2004). The creation of 

EIPs requires cooperation between the public and private sectors. Public actors can 

provide funding and play a crucial role in removing legislative barriers to the 

development of these initiatives (Lowe, 2001). Heeres et al. (2004) found 

cooperation with local/regional governments to be one of the success factors of EIP 

projects. There can be an organising team supporting development if there is no 

leading company to take responsibility (Lowe, 1997). However, EIPs initiated by 

private sector actors with support from public actors are more successful than those 

initiated by the public actors themselves (Heeres et al., 2004). Lowe (2001) 

suggests that university researchers can adopt the role of planning and developing 

these environmental initiatives, bringing intellectual capital and other resources to 

the development of EIPs, and, in turn, can use EIPs as laboratory environments for 

their research as well as platforms for research commercialisation. However, 

stakeholders, such as universities and public actors, are merely enablers and the 

primary action is always with the participating companies; thus, developers of an 

EIP must encourage active company participation and collaboration between all 

stakeholders (Heeres et al., 2004; Lowe, 2001). 

Heeres et al. (2004) found the active participation of companies and their 

willingness to invest in EIP development to be the most important attribute of EIP 

development’s initial success. The main challenge of EIP creation is the 
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establishment of industrial symbioses; thus, they suggest that initial EIP 

development should not focus on developing industrial symbioses but rather on 

lower-risk utility-sharing initiatives, such as shared wastewater treatment or 

generation of heat and power, that require smaller economic investments but still 

offer economic and environmental benefits (Heeres et al., 2001). Companies may 

be unwilling to establish industrial symbioses straightaway if they deem them too 

financially risky or a risk to their business continuity. The success of these lower-

risk initiatives will encourage companies to implement and invest in industrial 

symbioses (Heeres et al., 2004). Even though companies might fear the 

interdependence created by EIPs and their industrial symbioses, this 

interdependence can also be a source of competitive advantage (Lowe, 2001). 

According to Lowe (2001) and Heeres et al. (2004), EIPs create greater value 

for the community, industry and the natural environment than companies could as 

individual actors, and the goal of an EIP is to improve the economic performance 

of participating companies while minimising their environmental impacts through 

enhanced efficiency and synergistic relationships. There are many direct and 

indirect economic benefits to companies participating in EIPs. Direct benefits 

include, for example, revenue from side stream sales, savings in disposal costs and 

savings in the procurement of raw materials and energy that side stream use 

substitutes. Indirect benefits, such as increased security of supply, operational 

resiliency, improved public image and overall better competitiveness arise from 

shared infrastructure, investments, information systems, logistics, sourcing, 

procurement, permitting, R&D, innovation, etc. enabled by the proximity and 

cooperation of companies within an EIP (Ghisellini et al., 2016; Lowe, 1997, 2001). 

Further, by collaborating and leveraging shared resources, companies form a cluster 

that can compete with larger companies in national and global markets (Lowe, 

1997). The disadvantages of inter-firm cooperation, such as EIPs, are the sharing 

of economic benefits, additional expenses, challenges and risks (Heeres et al., 

2004). The potential problems that a company might face as a member of an EIP 

fall into five categories: technical, economic, informational, organisational and 

regulatory/legal problems (Heeres et al., 2004). Lowe (1997, p. 59) summarises the 

risks of being a member of an EIP as follows: “If the exchanges create too much 

interdependency among the companies, the failure of one or two critical links could 

damage the performance or the whole network in an EIP”. 
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2.6 Business model 

A viable business model is the cornerstone of every successful business. They 

define value propositions, customers and the underlying economic logic of 

companies delivering that value to their customers while generating revenue 

(Magretta, 2002). Magretta (2002) further describes business models as stories that 

explain how businesses work. According to Teece (2010), business models explain 

on a conceptual level how a business operates. Fielt (2013) argue that business 

models are fundamentally based on creating value for customers and capturing part 

of this value. Ahokangas and Myllykoski (2014) posited that business models are 

built around business opportunities and competitive advantages. Bocken et al. 

(2014) define three elements of business models as value proposition, value 

creation and delivery, and value capture.  

As such, the business model is a planning tool that describes how different 

elements of a business fit together (Magretta, 2002). Tools have been created to 

assist business model creation and illustration; for example, the Business Model 

Canvas by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010). Magretta (2002) emphasises that a 

business model is not a strategy, and besides a sound business model, companies 

need a competitive strategy to position themselves in the market. According to 

Magretta (2002), a good competitive strategy is based on either doing the same 

thing as others but better or doing something unique that rivals are unable to 

replicate. Companies need to choose their competitive strategies according to their 

competitive realities and adapt as they change over time (Magretta, 2002). In the 

process, their business models also need to change to achieve sustained value 

creation, seize opportunities and avoid stagnation (Achtenhagen et al., 2013). 

According to Magretta (2002), creating a new business model is like writing a 

story based on, for example, designing a new product for an unmet need or a 

process innovation, making producing, selling or distributing existing products 

more efficient, for example, by cutting an existing step from the current value chain. 

Besides creating completely new business models, existing business models can 

also be modified, and their stories rewrote (Magretta, 2002). According to Carraresi 

and Bröring (2021), these modifications can be adjustments, adoptions or 

improvements depending on which business model elements they target and 

redesigns if the value proposition is changed. According to Magretta (2002), 

business modelling is the managerial equivalent of the scientific method starting 

with a hypothesis that is then tested and revised. Similarly, companies need to 

continuously test their new and existing business models and measure their 
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performance in the marketplace, which requires, for example, collecting feedback 

from customers (Magretta, 2002). According to Bocken et al. (2014), business 

model innovation (BMI) is a tool for companies to rethink their value creation logic, 

re-evaluate their perception of value, reconceptualise the purpose of the company 

and deliver required changes. 

Successful business models beat their alternatives by creating more value for 

customers (Magretta, 2002). According to Magretta (2002), business models must 

pass both narrative and number tests, meaning that their stories must make sense, 

and their underlying business math must be accurate. If the story is nonsense or 

math flawed, the business model will inevitably fail. On the contrary, a good 

compelling story can even help employees to better understand their role in the 

company’s value creation, thus improving execution. Truly powerful business 

models not only create more value for customers but are also able to create new 

incremental demand instead of merely redistributing existing value among 

companies and can even change the economics of the entire industry (Magretta, 

2002). 

Evaluating a business model’s feasibility means questioning the critical 

assumptions it is based on, and a failing business model can be, for example, based 

on faulty assumptions about customer behaviour (Magretta, 2002). Customers are 

a significant element of business models (Tsvetkova & Gustafsson, 2012), and 

companies need to choose their target customers, as offering everything to everyone 

is a potential recipe for failure (Magretta, 2002). Besides customers, considering 

the motivations of other stakeholders is essential (Magretta, 2002), as business 

models are directly affected by their surrounding business ecosystem and its 

structure (Tsvetkova & Gustafsson, 2012).  

The transition to a circular economy is a radical change that requires companies 

to rethink how they do business (Bocken et al., 2016). Thus, the development of 

new innovative business models to fit the circular economy context is vital (Lieder 

& Rashid, 2016). For Murray et al. (2017), the redesign of processes and the cycling 

of materials proposed by the circular economy contribute to the development of 

more sustainable business models. Geissdoerfer et al. (2020) propose that a circular 

economy requires the design and implementation of business models that use as 

few resources as possible, for as long as possible, and extract as much value as 

possible. Frishammar and Parida (2018) argue that companies fail to apply circular 

economy principles because they are unable to change their linear business models 

to circular ones. Murray et al. (2017) note that this lack of alternative business 

models is one barrier to the transition to a sustainable future. Rashid et al. (2013) 
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discuss the successful implementation of closed-loop manufacturing systems 

proposed by the circular economy and argue that the slow adoption of these new 

technologies is partly owing to existing mainstream business models promoting a 

take-make-use-dispose attitude. 

Sustainable business models and their value propositions are aligned with the 

triple bottom line approach, and instead of maximising economic value, they also 

create and capture environmental and social value for a wide range of stakeholders 

(Bocken et al., 2014). Bocken et al. (2014, p. 44) define business model innovations 

for sustainability as “Innovations that create significant positive and/or 

significantly reduced negative impacts for the environment and/or society, through 

changes in the way the organisation and its value-network create, deliver value and 

capture value (i.e., create economic value) or change their value propositions”. 

Geissdoerfer et al. (2020) summarise current circular business model literature and 

state that circular business models cycle, extend, intensify and/or dematerialise 

material and energy loops to reduce the resource inputs into and the waste and 

emission leakage out of a system. According to Bocken et al. (2016), circular 

business models use renewable resources if possible and enable continuous and 

economically viable reuse of products and materials. 

Bocken et al. (2014) define sustainable business model archetypes to be: 1) 

maximise material and energy efficiency; 2) create value from “waste”; 3) 

substitute with renewables and natural processes; 4) deliver functionality rather 

than ownership; 5) adopt a stewardship role; 6) encourage sufficiency; 7) repurpose 

the business for society/environment and 8) develop scale-up solutions. According 

to Bocken et al. (2014), these archetypes can be implemented independently, but 

for a company to be truly sustainable, it might require the implementation of 

multiple business model archetypes. Of these sustainable business model 

archetypes introduced by Bocken et al. (2014), archetype 1) maximise material and 

energy efficiency and especially archetype 2) create value from “waste” are 

relevant to the circular economy and industrial side stream utilisation. The create 

value from “waste” archetype “seeks to reduce the environmental impact of the 

industry by reducing the continuous demand for resources, by closing material 

loops and using waste streams as useful inputs to other products and processes, so 

reducing demand for primary extraction and resource depletion, and reducing waste 

to landfill and emissions” (Bocken et al., 2014, p. 49). 

According to Bocken et al. (2016), the implementation of circular strategies, 

business models, and designs has a wider impact on business well beyond the 

boundaries of an individual company. Collaboration across industry borders is 
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essential for these value from “waste” archetypes and the introduction of new 

partnerships is required to capture and transfer “waste” streams (Bocken et al., 

2014). Carraresi and Bröring (2021) agree that cross-industry relationships must be 

established for circular business models. According to Tsvetkova and Gustafsson 

(2012), the establishment of industrial symbioses and complex cross-industry 

networks, such as industrial ecosystems between traditionally separate industries, 

requires business models with higher involvement of customers, suppliers and 

partners. This cross-industry collaboration requires boundary-spanning business 

models (Wikström et al., 2010), which, instead of focusing on companies directly 

linked in supply demand chains, consider other actors in the surrounding business 

network as well (Tsvetkova & Gustafsson, 2012).  

Geissdoerfer et al. (2017) see business model innovation (BMI) as one of the 

key pathways to the necessary socio-technical transition towards sustainability. 

Bocken et al. (2014) consider BMI to be an important tool in the movement towards 

sustainability, and Carraresi and Bröring (2021) argue that BMI is needed to 

implement and enable the circular economy. Carraresi and Bröring (2021) argue 

that the adoption of new sustainable technologies requires BMI, as they lead to 

disruption of current linear business models, and BMI can enhance companies’ 

resilience to emerging cross-industry value chains in the circular economy, 

characterised, for example, by cascading usage of by-products (Carraresi et al., 

2018). To operate these novel circular value chains, companies need to redesign 

their business models. Value propositions must be aligned with new, more 

sustainable business structures, reaching new, more environmentally sensitive 

customers (Carraresi & Bröring, 2021). Nußholz (2017) argues that implementing 

circular strategies requires rethinking value creation mechanisms, and new key 

partners, resources and activities are needed to create and deliver value effectively 

in the circular economy. 

Companies can conduct new circular business models in parallel with their 

existing linear business models to reduce the risks involved. Coexisting value 

propositions can help companies to expand their product portfolio, thus potentially 

reaching new customers and diversifying their revenues. This allows a smoother 

transition to the circular economy, as companies can gradually migrate towards the 

circular business model (Carraresi & Bröring, 2021). Bocken et al. (2014) 

emphasise that business model innovations for sustainability might not be 

immediately economically viable but have the potential to be in the future if 

changes in the business environment occur, for example, owing to regulations. 

Bocken et al. (2014) argue that interest in BMI for sustainability is only going to 
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increase in the future owing to increasing pressure on natural resources and the 

climate, resulting in tightening environmental regulation.  

2.7 Business case 

Business cases are investments, projects, products and other business propositions, 

and business case analysis is a tool to determine their feasibility and value and 

whether they should be selected or rejected (Keen & Digrius, 2002). Critical 

evaluation of these business cases and hard decisions are needed, as companies 

have limited resources at their disposal (Schmidt, 2004). Business case analysis 

helps companies focus their resources more efficiently by identifying unviable 

business cases before a lot of resources are committed to them (Berghout & Tan, 

2013; Kinnunen et al., 2011; Korse et al., 2016). Successful companies need a 

continuous flow of innovations, which can only be achieved if a large number of 

ideas are generated, collected and then critically evaluated and prioritised so that 

the company’s limited resources are committed to developing the right ideas 

(Kinnunen et al., 2011). Kinnunen et al. (2011) note that building a full business 

case for every new idea is not necessary, and clearly not feasible or valuable enough 

ideas should be rejected at the earliest possible stage, preferably during the idea 

screening phase, because spending any effort further studying their business value 

is unproductive.  

Kinnunen et al. (2011) consider business case analysis as an iterative process 

and define the phases of business case analysis as market assessment, technical 

assessment, financial assessment, strategic fit evaluation and decision-making. The 

market assessment considers the market potential and defines the value of the 

business case for both the company and its customers by identifying, for example, 

customer need, opportunity window, size of the market, growth rate and 

competitive situation. Understanding and defining customer value is difficult, and 

this assessment requires the voices of the customers to be heard (Kinnunen et al., 

2011). Market’s attractiveness can be evaluated, for example, by using five forces 

of competition defined by Porter (2001): the intensity of rivalry among existing 

competitors, the barriers to entry for new competitors, the threat of substitute 

products or services, the bargaining power of suppliers and the bargaining power 

of buyers. 

The technical assessment considers the business case’s technical feasibility, 

including technical complexity, technical uncertainty, availability of the resources 

and required capabilities and work effort needed to realise it (Kinnunen et al., 2011). 
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The technical assessment provides an estimation of the development and 

production costs and technical risks related to the implementation of the proposed 

business case, and defines the capabilities that the company and its partner network 

must possess to successfully implement the proposed business case. The lifecycle 

costs should also be considered, including maintenance and possible recycling 

responsibilities (Kinnunen et al., 2011). Kinnunen et al. (2011) note that, as market 

and technical assessments deal with different types of information, they can be 

conducted simultaneously. 

The financial analysis considers the business case’s economic feasibility and 

provides an estimation of its profitability in monetary terms by using revenue and 

cost estimations from the market and technical assessments (Kinnunen et al., 2011). 

Thus, financial analysis depends on the information gathered in earlier business 

case analysis phases. This also means that the mistakes made in earlier phases can 

render the financial analysis faulty. The result of the financial analysis is a few 

informative figures, for example, payback time or return on investment, and a 

statement about expected cash flows to support decision-making (Kinnunen et al., 

2011). 

The strategic fit evaluation considers the business case’s strategic fit to the 

company’s product, technology and overall business strategy (Kinnunen et al., 

2011). For example, if the proposed business case is a new product, the strategic fit 

evaluation considers whether the new product contradicts with company’s other 

products and whether the new proposed product supports the product strategy 

chosen by the company. From a technical point of view, the business case being 

aligned with the company’s core technologies is essential for strategic fit 

(Kinnunen et al., 2011). As the last step of business case analysis, the final decision 

is made to select or reject the evaluated business case. The business case can also 

be put on hold if it is deemed to require further iteration (Kinnunen et al., 2011). 

Business case analysis frameworks have not traditionally included aspects of 

sustainability in their evaluation criteria. According to Kinnunen et al. (2011), 

sustainability aspects can be included in the technical assessment in the form of 

technological advancements or in the market assessment in the form of changing 

customer preferences. Korse et al. (2016) created an enhanced business case 

analysis framework for sustainability and defined three core elements for assessing 

business cases’ environmental feasibility – resource usage, ecological footprint and 

environmental impact. Resource usage is assessed through the direct quantitative 

effect on global material and energy resources, ecological footprint is assessed 

through the direct quantitative effect on global regenerative capacity, and 
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environmental impact is assessed through the indirect qualitative effect of any 

economic activity on natural ecosystems (Korse et al., 2016). 

2.8 Productisation 

Productisation is a process of analysing a need and defining and combining suitable 

tangible and/or intangible elements into a standardised, repeatable and 

comprehendible product to satisfy that need (Harkonen et al., 2015). According to 

Harkonen et al. (2015), through the process of productisation, products are prepared 

to be commercially ready so that they can be produced, delivered, sold, purchased 

and used. Productisation should not be confused with commercialisation, which is 

more focused on marketing and introducing products to markets, whereas 

productisation addresses both engineering and marketing aspects (Harkonen et al., 

2015). Simula et al. (2008) define commercialisation as converting and developing 

ideas into products. Suominen et al. (2009) describe productisation as a larger entity 

in which commercialisation is just a part.  

A company without products has no turnover, no customers and no reason to 

exist (Stark, 2015). The product can be physical goods, services, events or 

experiences (Kotler & Keller, 2009). According to Harkonen et al. (2015, p. 70), a 

product is “the suitable combination of tangible and intangible elements that 

constitute an offering that can be sold to customers to satisfy their needs”. Products 

can be complex and abstract, and thus productisation is needed to clarify the 

company’s offering both externally and internally (Harkonen et al., 2015). 

Externally, a well-productised product is easier to buy, sell and market, and an 

overall well-productised offering is easier to communicate and deliver to customers, 

thus attracting more customers (Harkonen et al., 2015; Simula et al., 2008). 

Internally, productisation supports company employees’ understanding of what is 

provided to customers and how these deliverables are composed (Harkonen et al., 

2015).  

This external and internal focus is also reflected in product structure, which 

should acknowledge both the commercial and technical aspects of products 

(Harkonen et al., 2017). A generic product structure describes the product and the 

relationship between the product and its components (Kropsu-Vehkapera & 

Haapasalo, 2011). The generic product structure covers all product configurations 

that can be created based on customer specifications (DeMartini et al., 2019). The 

use of generic product structure prevents the exponential growth of product data 
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(Haug, 2010). According to Mustonen (2020), product structure consists of 

commercial product structure and technical product structure. 

Mustonen (2020) defines a commercial product structure as consisting of 

solution, product family, configurable product and sales item levels. These 

commercial product structures together form a commercial product portfolio that is 

visible to customers; thus, all the options for a customer to choose from are 

presented in the company’s commercial product portfolio. Technical product 

structures in the company’s technical product portfolio are only visible to company 

employees and are used to keep track of commercial sales items’ technical 

realisation in the form of version items (Mustonen, 2020). Mustonen (2020) defines 

technical product structure as consisting of version items, assemblies, sub-

assemblies and components for physical sales items and of version items, service 

processes, sub-processes and tasks for service sales items. According to Tolonen et 

al. (2014), the commercial product portfolio is mainly viewed by business units 

closest to the customer, such as product management, sales and marketing, whereas 

the technical product portfolio is more familiar to product development, 

engineering, manufacturing, purchasing, etc. departments. Tolonen et al. (2014) 

also note that product ownerships must be clearly defined and that they can stay the 

same or change over product lifecycle phases. The more complex the product 

structure, the more unclear the related ownerships tend to be (Tolonen et al., 2014). 

2.8.1 Product portfolio management 

Product portfolio management (PPM) consists of analysing the market, developing 

product strategy and product lifecycle management for both new and existing 

products (Tolonen et al., 2014). According to Cooper et al. (1997), PPM has three 

main objectives: to maximise the value of the product portfolio, to achieve a well-

balanced product portfolio and to link product portfolio to company strategy. The 

objective of PPM is to renew the product portfolio by adding new products, 

enhancing and modifying existing ones and removing non-competitive products 

cost-efficiently and according to company strategy (Tolonen et al., 2014). A product 

portfolio should be managed “both horizontally over all product life cycle phases 

and vertically over all product structure levels” (Tolonen et al., 2014, p. 175). 

Saaksvuori and Immonen (2008) define the typical lifecycle phases of a product as 

planning, introduction, growth, maturity and decline. The product structure levels 

were defined by Mustonen (2020) in chapter 2.8. 
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Tolonen et al. (2014) note that a large and diverse product portfolio is often 

seen as a means to increase sales by better fulfilling a wider range of customer 

requirements. However, a broad and complex product portfolio can lead to the 

opposite if it is too confusing for customers. Growth of a product portfolio can also 

occur unplanned if a company simply focuses more on the new product ramp-up 

than the ramp-down of non-competitive products. This can lead to an overall worse-

performing product portfolio and product cannibalisation (Tolonen et al., 2014). 

ElMaraghy et al. (2013) state that maintaining a broad range of sales items and 

product configurations in the product portfolio is costly and confusing for 

customers. As with products, product portfolio ownerships must also be defined. If 

product portfolio ownerships are not defined or too fragmented, overall visibility 

and control over the product portfolio become challenging (Tolonen et al., 2014). 

According to Tolonen et al. (2014, p. 176), “lack of clear portfolio understanding 

and ownerships decreases the capabilities of efficiently managing and 

communicating product portfolio changes, and weakens cooperation with the main 

stakeholders”. 

2.8.2 New product development 

Whereas a product portfolio is managed from a more holistic view, a separate new 

product development (NPD) process is required to inspect individual product 

projects in depth (Cooper, 2008). According to Krishnan and Ulrich (2001, p. 1), 

NPD is “the transformation of a market opportunity into a product available for 

sale”. According to Cooper (2008), a formal NPD process is essential to PPM for 

two reasons: it prevents poorly performing products from entering the product 

portfolio, and it ensures data integrity by collecting similar information from every 

NPD project systematically. NPD is business process similar to the business case 

analysis discussed in chapter 2.7. However, whereas business case analysis is used 

to evaluate investments, projects, products and other business opportunities (Keen 

& Digrius, 2002), NPD focuses purely on new product development projects. 

According to Cooper (2008), a formal and effective NPD process allows new 

products and services to market quickly, efficiently and profitably.  

One well-known example of a formal NPD process is the Stage-Gate process 

created by Cooper (2001). The standard Stage-Gate process includes five stages – 

scoping, building a business case, development, testing and validation, and launch 

(Cooper, 2001). After each stage, there are gates where decisions about new product 

development projects are made. Each stage in the Stage-Gate process is designed 
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to gather relevant information about new product projects to drive down related 

uncertainties and effectively manage the risks involved. However, completing each 

stage costs more than the previous stage, indicating a process of incremental 

commitment. Each gate in the Stage-Gate process serves as a quality-control 

checkpoint. Gates consists of deliverables, evaluation criteria and decisions. 

Deliverables are the result of activities completed in the previous stage, which are 

evaluated based on evaluation criteria agreed upon during the previous gate 

meeting, and decisions are the output of gate meetings where gatekeepers, usually 

a cross-functional group of senior managers, decide whether to continue investing 

in the project, to kill it, to put it in hold or to recycle it back for further iteration 

(Cooper, 2008). As a new addition to the Stage-Gate process, Cooper (2008) added 

a postlaunch review to enhance accountability for the results and to foster a culture 

of continuous improvement.  

A lack of tough decisions is the major problem in NPD, which allows poor new 

product projects to advance too far without adequate scrutiny before they are 

spotted and killed. Companies usually have more new product projects than they 

can complete, and thus, resources used on developing these poor projects would 

have been more productively used elsewhere (Cooper, 2008; Cooper & 

Kleinschmidt, 2007). Schmidt (2004) states that slow decision-making lengthens 

the process and weak decision-making decreases the overall efficiency of the NPD 

process as resources are committed to wrong projects. Kinnunen et al. (2011) 

confirm that project selection and prioritisation are often identified as the weakest 

areas of NPD. Another common problem related to decision-making is that go 

decisions are not accompanied by the necessary commitment of resources to further 

development (Cooper, 2008). 

Cooper (2008) notes that a formal NPD process should be flexible rather than 

a rigid system, and activities and deliverables can be skipped, for example, in the 

case of lower-risk projects, to make the process more rapid and efficient. The NPD 

process should not be a strictly linear process either, and stages and activities can 

be worked on in parallel; they can overlap, and back-and-forth iteration between 

stages occurs (Cooper, 2008). A formal NPD process does not mean a bureaucratic 

system, but Cooper (2008) warns that avoiding bureaucracy must not be an excuse 

for a lack of rigorous execution. Cooper and Kleinschmidt (2007) identify the lack 

of early product definition as one of the major causes of new product failure and 

serious delays in the NPD process.  

Cooper and Kleinschmidt (2007) list four key success factors in NPD: A high-

quality new product process, a clear and visible new product strategy, adequate 
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resources of people and money and a respectable R&D budget. A company’s new 

product performance can be evaluated in two dimensions: profitability and impact 

on business, based on 10 key performance metrics defined by Cooper and 

Kleinschmidt (2007). Profitability can be measured through profitability relative to 

spending, profitability versus competitors, meeting sales and profit objectives, 

overall success rating of new product effort and its impact on the company’s profits. 

Impact on business can be measured through the percentage of sales by new 

products, new product impact on sales and profits, new product success rate 

achieved and technical success rate of new products (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 

2007). 

2.9 Literature synthesis 

The theoretical framework of this dissertation is based on a thorough literature 

review on the circular economy, industrial side stream utilisation and related 

concepts, especially value chains, business ecosystems and productisation, to gain 

a holistic view of the industrial side stream utilisation as a phenomenon. Table 4 

provides descriptions of the theoretical concepts included in the theoretical 

framework of this dissertation. 

Table 4. Synthesis of dissertation’s theoretical concepts.  

Key Concept Description 

Circular economy The circular economy is “an industrial economy that is restorative or regenerative 

by intention and design” (Ellen McArthur Foundation, 2013a, p. 7). It is a 

“regenerative system in which resource input and waste, emission, and energy 

leakage are minimised by slowing, closing, and narrowing material and energy 

loops” (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017, p. 759).  

Industrial ecology Industrial ecology aims “to understand how the industrial system works, how it is 

regulated, and its interaction with the biosphere” (Erkman, 1997, p. 1). The ideal 

state of industrial ecology is a system that resembles nature the most (Bocken et 

al., 2016). 

Industrial side 

stream and  

by-product 

Industrial side streams are unwanted but unavoidable secondary outputs of 

industrial processes that refine raw materials and other inputs into products 

(Tromans, 2001). In our definition, an industrial by-product is an industrial side 

stream that is successfully productised into a standardised sales item. 
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Key Concept Description 

Value chain  

and network 

A value chain consists of required activities to produce an offering and deliver value 

to customers and is a tool to ensure that each activity performed increases the 

value of an end-product or service (Porter, 1985). The value network is a concept in 

which a company’s traditional value chains are thought to be interconnected with its 

key partners (Berndt, 2003; Tsvetkova & Gustafsson, 2012). 

Business ecosystem  Business ecosystems have a core technology, product or service and an 

interconnected network of companies delivering them while simultaneously 

extracting more value for themselves by co-creating with other members of the 

ecosystem (Iansiti & Levien, 2004). 

Industrial ecosystem An industrial ecosystem is a system where consumption of materials and energy is 

optimised, waste generation minimised and effluents of processes are used as 

inputs for other processes (Frosch & Gallopoulos, 1989). 

Industrial symbiosis An industrial symbiosis “engages traditionally separate industries in a collective 

approach to competitive advantage involving physical exchange of materials, 

energy, water, and/or by-products. The keys to industrial symbiosis are 

collaboration and the synergistic possibilities offered by geographic proximity” 

(Chertow, 2000, p. 313). 

Eco-industrial  

park and network 

An eco-industrial park refers to an area where there are several companies with 

multiple industrial symbioses between them (Ghisellini et al., 2016). The eco-

industrial network is a similar concept but instead of a physically defined park, it 

operates on a broader region or municipality level (Lowe, 1997, 2001). 

Business model Business models are stories that explain how businesses work. They define value 

propositions, customers and the underlying economic logic of companies delivering 

that value to their customers while generating revenue (Magretta, 2002). 

Business case Business cases are investments, projects, products and other business 

propositions and business case analysis is a tool to determine their feasibility and 

value and whether they should be selected or rejected (Keen & Digrius, 2002). 

Productisation Productisation is a process of analysing a need and defining and combining 

suitable tangible and/or intangible elements into a standardised, repeatable and 

comprehendible product to satisfy that need. Through the process of productisation, 

products are prepared to be commercially ready so that they can be produced, 

delivered, sold, purchased and used (Harkonen et al., 2015).  

Product portfolio 

management 

Product portfolio management has three main objectives: to maximise the value of 

the product portfolio, to achieve a well-balanced product portfolio and to link the 

product portfolio to company strategy (Cooper et al., 1997). 

New product 

development 

New product development is “the transformation of a market opportunity into a 

product available for sale” (Krishnan & Ulrich, 2001, p. 1). 
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3 Research contribution 

3.1 Reuse potential of industrial side streams 

Original study I presents a novel categorisation of industrial side streams for reuse 

potential evaluation based on a literature review and empirical business case studies 

conducted. Given that the raw materials and processes used affect the properties of 

consequent side streams, industrial side streams should not be viewed as one 

homogeneous group. In the context of this study, the similarities between industrial 

side streams were found not to originate from either the industry in which the 

process is used or the material used to process, but rather from the nature of the 

process on a more general level. The created categorisation divides industrial side 

streams based on their origin into four types, each with their own distinct properties 

affecting their reuse potential and the typical challenges and opportunities 

associated with them – process residue materials, process residual energy, energy 

production residues and process residual structural components. 

Type 1 side streams are process residue materials. These side streams are 

generated in processes that separate material from raw materials to form the 

primary product but do not extract energy from the raw materials, nor is energy 

introduced in the process in abundant quantities. In mechanical processes, the 

consequent side stream closely resembles the raw material, whereas in processes 

that use chemicals to process raw materials, the side streams are likely to contain 

contaminants from the chemicals used. The Type 2 side stream is process residual 

energy generated mainly in high-energy processes, where the energy introduced in 

the process is difficult to efficiently transfer into the target material. This results in 

a lot of energy being wasted in heating the surroundings, heating vessels and 

materials other than the target material itself. One feature differentiating Type 2 

side streams from other types is that they usually have no alternative costs. Type 3 

side streams are energy productions residue generated in processes that extract 

energy from raw materials. Energy production residue is formed from non-

combustible compounds in raw materials when their energy content is released in 

the form of heat. As such, Type 3 side streams are usually different kinds of ashes 

from combustion processes. Type 4 side streams are process residual structural 

components that include disassembled structural supports and parts used in 

processes. 
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The empirical business cases studied were mapped from industries in Northern 

Ostrobothnia, Finland, and analysed case industrial side streams included steel-

making slags, pulp and paper mill sludges, construction waste, heat from data 

centres and ashes from power plants. Identified industrial side stream utilisation–

based business cases were analysed according to the business case analysis 

framework by Kinnunen et al. (2011), including market assessment, technical 

assessment, financial assessment and strategic fit evaluation. The environmental 

feasibility of analysed business cases was also considered according to the business 

case framework for sustainability by Korse et al. (2016), including evaluation of 

their resource usage, ecological footprint and environmental impact. 

As the main contribution to this dissertation, original study I provides a tool 

for rapid preliminary technical and economic analysis of industrial side stream 

utilisation–based business cases in the form of a novel categorisation that can 

distinguish relevant properties affecting the reuse potential of industrial side 

streams, thus guiding the business arising from their reuse. The property categories 

affecting each side stream type’s reuse potential and differentiating them from each 

other were defined to be alternative cost, contamination, supply (volume and 

quality) and ecosystem requirements in the context of this study and analysed 

business cases. Other necessary considerations in reusing analysed industrial side 

streams were also identified case by case, but these four property categories were 

thought to be universal for all industrial side streams.  

3.2 Utilisation of intangible industrial side streams 

Original study II discusses the utilisation of data centre waste heat according to the 

principles of circular economy in the context of Northern Ostrobothnia, Finland. 

Energy consumed by data centres is mostly converted to heat, and only recently 

have large commercial data centres started to utilise this intangible industrial side 

stream of their operations. Literature and company best practices regarding data 

centre technologies and potential waste heat utilisation solutions were reviewed, 

and location-specific factors affecting data centre industry operations were 

identified. These factors include security, cost of energy and information 

technology infrastructure, climate, taxation and political stability. In terms of 

location, Finland was found to provide excellent conditions for data centre 

operations. The empirical study focused on data centres in the private sector 

providing commercial services, and as a result, the overall business potential of 
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data centre waste heat utilisation in the region was evaluated, and the best options 

to utilise waste heat from the case data centre were identified.  

In this study, all the identified data centres were in the metropolitan area of 

Oulu, the largest city in the region of Northern Ostrobothnia, Finland. Data centres 

are naturally located in urban areas with reliable energy and information technology 

infrastructure, good internet connections with secure data cables and an available 

and skilled workforce and know-how. An uninterrupted energy supply and a 

working and reliable grid are essential for the stability of data centre operations, 

and to avoid server downtime, data centres usually have generators as a backup 

power source. As a result, data centres provide a very steady supply of waste heat. 

However, the waste heat from data centres is relatively low temperature, typically 

25–60 °C, which is too low to be used, for example, in traditional thermodynamic 

processes. As the recovery of waste heat from data centres is a relatively new 

phenomenon, only a fraction of waste heat from data centres in Finland is utilised. 

None of the data centre entrepreneurs contacted during the study had utilised waste 

heat from their data centres, nor had they made any plans to. One company planning 

to build a new data centre in the Northern Ostrobothnia region was chosen as the 

main case company for this study, and the options to best utilise the waste heat from 

their future operations, as well as the waste heat from existing data centres in the 

region, were evaluated.  

Based on technical and economic feasibility analysis of different waste heat 

utilisation options identified in the literature, original study II found that the most 

viable option in the context of this study was to use data centre waste heat locally 

to heat the data centre’s own facilities or physically adjacent facilities. These 

facilities can be residential buildings, offices and even greenhouses or indoor fish 

farming facilities that can use the waste heat from data centres to control the air or 

water temperature in their processes. This could allow data centre companies to 

create new industrial symbioses, value chains and business ecosystems with their 

new partners and to turn their industrial side stream into a revenue-generating by-

product, thus improving their own profitability. Other more advanced options for 

waste heat utilisation identified, for example, production of electricity, two-way 

district heating and cooling through sorption cooling technologies, were found 

technically challenging and required a lot of investments in the context of this study. 

Data centre waste heat is well-suited for drying biomasses, but this was found to be 

challenging for logistical reasons as biomasses should be dried near where they are 

obtained, whereas data centres are mostly located in urban areas.  
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As the main contribution to this dissertation, original study II highlights the 

challenges of utilising intangible industrial side streams and emphasises the 

importance of considering the possibilities for industrial side stream utilisation and 

industrial symbioses early in the planning process of new operations. One identified 

challenge of utilising intangible industrial side streams such as waste heat is that 

storing or transporting it is very cost inefficient or even technically impossible, 

which means that intangible industrial side streams require local utilisation. 

Regarding the main case data centre, it was found that the utilisation of waste heat 

from their operations must be considered early in the planning process, as building 

these new business operations and facilities around the data centre after it is already 

in use is significantly harder, as was the case with the operational data centres 

identified in the study. 

3.3 Role of logistics in industrial side stream utilisation 

Original study III discusses the role of logistics in industrial side stream utilisation–

based business cases and value chains. Logistics has been an important part of the 

circular economy in the literature, and besides being a cost factor, contemporary 

modes of transportation generate emissions that may negate any environmental 

benefits gained from industrial side stream utilisation. The main objective of the 

study was to find new utilisation possibilities for the case side stream – aqueous 

paint sludge – generated in the region by applying the principles of the circular 

economy. The current state analysis revealed that the current way of handling 

generated aqueous paint sludge represents the least favourable option in the waste 

handling hierarchy (European Union, 2008), where the resources used to 

manufacture original paint products are lost. As aqueous paint sludge is considered 

hazardous waste, a common way of disposal is to deliver it to the nearest waste 

management facility certified to dispose of hazardous waste. The companies 

involved in the study were interested in finding alternatives to these disposal costs, 

which vary depending on the amount of paint sludge produced and the frequency 

at which it is transported for disposal.  

In this study, the most promising alternatives for utilising aqueous paint sludge 

generated in the region were identified in the context of Northern Ostrobothnia, 

Finland. Four options for using dewatered aqueous paint sludge were chosen for 

further analysis based on their presumable technical feasibility, market potential, 

economic and environmental benefits and suitability of the material. The option of 

utilising aqueous paint sludge as a raw material in a new circular paint product was 
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deemed the most potential utilisation option in the context of this study. One paint 

manufacturer was interviewed to gain more insight into the practical feasibility of 

this utilisation option, and according to them, they would have to establish a full-

fledged takeback system for their products’ residual paint sludge to achieve 

economies of scale. This would require cooperation not only from the paint 

manufacturer and its customers but also from logistics and waste management 

companies as well. Other identified challenges related to the use of aqueous paint 

sludge as a raw material in a new circular paint product are technical feasibility, 

cost of processing, questionable market potential and acceptance and required 

investments. The paint manufacturer should also evaluate how the new circular 

paint product fits into its product portfolio and company strategy.  

The implementation of the paint manufacturer’s takeback system provides 

added benefits and cost savings for its customers, which could allow the paint 

manufacturer to increase the prices of their main products when such a service 

element is added to their existing offering. This change might even attract new 

customers who currently have problems organising the disposal of their paint 

sludge. The environmental benefits of the takeback system implementation are 

clear, as aqueous paint sludge would be fully utilised instead of disposal. If 

marketed correctly, this business case could yield a positive reputation in the eyes 

of customers for both the paint manufacturer and aqueous paint sludge producers 

as responsible, environmentally conscious companies. 

As the main contribution to this dissertation, original study III identifies 

properties that make aqueous paint sludge utilisation challenging and highlights the 

role of logistics in industrial side stream utilisation–based business cases and value 

chains. These identified properties include inconsistent quality of aqueous paint 

sludge, low volume and decentralised sources of origin. In the case of a new 

circular paint product, sludges from the use of different paints are not separated in 

the collection process, and the bricks of aqueous paint sludge end up being a 

heterogeneous mixture that heavily limits, for example, the colour options of the 

circular paint product. One general challenge in all the proposed utilisation options 

was the logistics of narrow material flows from decentralised sources over a 

relatively large geographical area with long transportation distances. This makes 

the economically and ecologically feasible utilisation of industrial side streams 

challenging and hinders the creation of commercially viable circular value chains. 

Further, quite small amounts of aqueous paint sludge were generated in the 

geographical area of this study, making achieving economies of scale challenging 

without regional or national-level utilisation. 
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This study found logistics to play a significant role in creating economically 

viable and environmentally friendly circular economy solutions, being, in some 

cases, even the determining factor in the feasibility of the solution. Therefore, in 

industrial side stream utilisation–based business cases and value chains, a relatively 

high priority should be placed on planning and coordinating the related logistics. It 

should be noted that the study was conducted in Finland, a sparsely populated 

Nordic country with relatively long transportation distances and low amounts of 

generated industrial side streams. These kinds of geographical characteristics have 

a significant impact on the feasibility of industrial side stream utilisation–based 

business cases and value chains. In more densely populated areas with higher-

volume industrial side streams, the creation of commercially viable circular value 

chains for their utilisation is easier. Thus, the role of logistics is especially 

highlighted in similar contexts of sparsely populated regions, and in those contexts, 

similar logistical challenges identified in the study are likely to emerge. 

3.4 Business ecosystems of industrial side stream utilisation 

The original study IV discusses the creation of a healthy business ecosystem based 

on industrial side stream utilisation. The research focused on the business 

ecosystem formation phase, particularly on value creation and the health of the 

ecosystem. The case blue bioeconomy business ecosystem concept was created 

based on value networks and industrial symbioses, with a heavy emphasis placed 

on the principles of the circular economy. Depending on the locations of potential 

members’ operations, the business ecosystem concept created in this study can also 

be considered an EIP or EIN as defined by Lowe (1997, 2001). In the end, the blue 

bioeconomy business ecosystem concept created in the study was not fully realised 

owing to initially planned industrial symbioses’ economic and technical feasibility 

being more questionable than expected; thus, all the companies needed to make the 

selected value networks operational could not be committed to the ecosystem.  

Based on the results, this study recommends that companies should distance 

themselves from traditional supply chain thinking and instead consider value 

networks and business ecosystems composed of multiple companies and their value 

chains that are interlinked, for example, through industrial symbioses or utility-

sharing initiatives. As the main contribution to this dissertation, original study IV 

presents a business ecosystem co-creation process that is applicable in the context 

of industrial side stream utilisation: 
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Defining the core business. The value proposition of the ecosystem was 

defined, and a central actor who delivers the primary value of the ecosystem, 

domestic fish, was identified. The feasibility of the core business was verified by 

conducting a business case analysis, as defined by Kinnunen et al. (2011).  

Market analysis for the core business. A market analysis was carried out for 

the primary value of the business ecosystem to understand the current state of the 

market and customer needs and to better grasp the market potential of the business 

case. 

Selection of value networks. After defining the core business, other value 

networks that could benefit the core business or vice versa were identified. As the 

core business of the ecosystem was still in its planning phase, potential value 

networks were innovated without operational restrictions. Besides business 

potential and technical feasibility, value networks were selected for further analysis 

based on their immediate criticality, suggesting that their future implementation 

would be challenging, and based on synergy benefits and dependencies on other 

business activities, including possibilities for industrial symbioses. To implement 

the ecosystem in practice, a core ecosystem was selected that could later be 

expanded.  

Analysis of the value networks. After determining the extent of the core 

ecosystem, it was conceptualised according to the selected value networks. The 

conceptualisation phase was highly iterative, and the created business ecosystem 

concept was constantly improved according to the new information and 

specifications obtained from interviews of identified potential actors in these 

selected value networks.  

Ecosystem co-creation. To give all the potential members of the ecosystem 

and other stakeholders a genuine opportunity to influence the formation of the 

business ecosystem, a workshop was organised in which the final decisions on the 

ecosystem concept and its various alternatives were made. In the first phase of the 

workshop, the participants were divided, based on their expertise, into three 

thematic groups that discussed different selected value networks. In the second 

phase of the workshop, all the participants together discussed the potential synergy 

benefits between selected value networks, including possibilities for side stream 

utilisation and the establishment of industrial symbioses. These industrial side 

streams included fish cleaning waste, fish oil, plant debris and nutrient-rich water 

from the recirculating aquaculture system. 

Ecosystem health assessment. As the last step, the health of the created 

business ecosystem concept was assessed using Lappi et al.’s (2017) ecosystem 
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health assessment model. The anchoring actor and the size of their direct business 

network, moderating actors and strong and weak relationships between ecosystem 

members were identified. Further, potential clashing incentives between 

stakeholders and the economic sustainability of individual members’ business 

models were considered to ensure the business ecosystem’s health on all three 

levels – business case, business model and business ecosystem level. 

3.5 Productisation of industrial side streams  

Original study V discusses the productisation of the case industrial side stream – 

fibre sludge from the pulp and paper industry – for commercial use from both the 

case side stream producer’s and user’s perspectives. The study proposed that 

different stakeholders’ lack of knowledge about industrial side streams makes their 

utilisation challenging; thus, having a clearer vision of what is being sold for what 

purposes through productisation would be beneficial for all the parties involved. 

For example, the lack of quality standards and product descriptions imposes 

challenges on side stream producers and users as well as authorities and legislators. 

Such insufficient knowledge makes the assessment of the long-term environmental 

impacts of their utilisation difficult, causing rigidity in legislative decision-making.  

From the case side stream producer’s perspective, the current state analysis 

revealed that the alternative cost in disposal and storage of fibre sludge are 

significant enough that they are giving the material away for free and even offering 

delivery free of charge up to 25 kilometres from the factory. Apart from drying the 

fibre sludge, the case company does not currently make any efforts to process the 

material to be readily better suitable for different use cases in existing value chains. 

However, these companies currently utilising the material are doing it on a scale 

that does not result in significant savings in storage and disposal costs for the fibre 

sludge producer. From the case side stream user’s perspective, the fibre sludge 

would serve as the main raw material of their environmentally friendly dust-

binding agent production, as the chemical and physical properties of the material 

have been tested in laboratory conditions to be suitable for this purpose. There are 

no major legislative barriers to the proposed utilisation, and initial investment and 

profitability calculations seem promising. 

In this study, fibre sludge was found to have many favourable properties in 

terms of its productisation and utilisation. The most significant of these properties 

are steady supply and minimal quality variations, which are not significant in terms 

of its further utilisation. This makes productising fibre sludge into a standardised 
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and repeatable by-product easier and its utilisation as a by-product in business cases 

more viable. However, the high-volume supply is also the main problem for the 

fibre sludge producer, as finding users with a sufficiently large fibre sludge demand 

has proven to be challenging. Thus, new higher-volume industrial symbiosis 

initiatives are still needed, and commercially viable circular value chains must be 

created for them. For the fibre sludge user, the main challenge is how customers 

perceive this new circular dust-binding agent made from “waste” material and how 

they can persuade companies to change their current dust-binding solutions to this 

new ecological, yet unproven, alternative technology. One other challenge would 

be finding the right channels through which the company could start marketing, 

selling and distributing its new product, thus becoming a part of those existing 

value chains for currently in-use products they are trying to substitute. In addition 

to new revenue streams and cost reductions, both companies could gain a positive 

reputation as promoters of the circular economy. 

As the main contribution to this dissertation, original study V presents the 

concept of productising industrial side streams for commercial use as by-products 

in commercially viable circular value chains. From the producer’s perspective, the 

productisation of the case industrial side stream as a process follows the same steps 

as the productisation of any other traditional product, and the productised side 

stream can be added to the company’s product portfolio as a by-product along with 

its technical and commercial product structure as defined by Mustonen (2020). This 

offering can also include intangible elements, such as delivery of the material, as 

discussed earlier. Then, the offering would be clearly defined; the agreed quantity 

of by-product is delivered at an agreed quality and price, and legally binding 

contracts are signed and product descriptions are written to make this a legitimate 

business. One aspect differentiating the productisation of fibre sludge from the 

productisation of the case company’s main products is that it is not part of their 

core business. Thus, the case company must carefully consider the number of 

resources allocated to side stream productisation. One option worth considering is 

to establish a new subsidiary company whose core business is to utilise the 

industrial side streams produced by the parent company. From the user’s 

perspective, the productisation of an ecological dust-binding agent does not differ 

from the productisation of any other product, as the fibre sludge productised into a 

by-product by its producer serves merely as a main raw material source for them.  

Based on the results of this study, companies are better equipped to assess the 

productisation of their industrial side streams. The study concludes that companies 

should start considering the productisation of industrial side streams with the same 
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level of seriousness as the productisation of their main products. It is worth noting 

that there might not be existing value chains for consequent by-products, which 

means that new circular value chains for their commercial use must be created.  

3.6 Side stream to business – SS2B process 

This dissertation focuses on extending the understanding of utilising industrial side 

streams as a valuable raw material (tangible or intangible) in business cases and 

studying the role of value chains, business ecosystems and productisation in 

efficient industrial side stream utilisation. Based on the extensive literature review 

and the original studies conducted, Figure 3 presents a process that can be used to 

create viable businesses from industrial side streams and associated technologies. 

This process is later referred to as the “Side Stream to Business” or the SS2B 

process. Some inspiration for the SS2B process logic, setup and implementation 

has been drawn from the Stage-Gate new product development process created by 

Cooper (2001, 2008).  

As stated in chapter 1.2, the starting point of this research is that there is a 

characterised industrial side stream, a technologically feasible method is available 

for its utilisation and the proposed utilisation has no legislative barriers. These are 

the preconditions that should be met before applying the SS2B process. In other 

words, SS2B includes the steps required to turn these characterised industrial side 

streams and associated technologies into viable businesses. The SS2B process 

discusses industrial side stream utilisation primarily from the point of view of a 

company aiming to productise its generated industrial side streams for commercial 

use as by-products. However, the process can be used by actors considering the 

utilisation of others’ industrial side streams as well. In these cases, both parties 

involved should adhere to the proposed SS2B process.  

Stage 1 of the SS2B process is the business case analysis, the purpose of which 

is to determine whether there is business potential in the proposed business case. 

Based on the stage 1 analysis, the business case is either rejected or selected for 

further analysis. Stage 2 is the value chain approach, which considers the potential 

value chains of the proposed business case. If there are commercially viable value 

chains already in place, or if they can feasibly be created, the business case is 

selected for further analysis. If value chains are lacking, then the business case is 

either rejected or put on hold for further iteration. Stage 3 is the business ecosystem 

approach, which considers all the stakeholders required to make the business case 

and related value chains operational. If a suitable set of stakeholders is not currently 
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present or willing to commit to the proposed business case, it can be put on hold 

until the required collaboration can be established. If a healthy business ecosystem 

and collaborative relationships, such as industrial symbioses, can be established, 

the industrial side stream is productised into an industrial by-product in stage 4 of 

the SS2B process – the productisation approach. 

The SS2B process is meant to be used by company managers, but similarly to 

the successful implementation of the Stage-Gate process (Cooper, 2008), a joint 

effort of a cross-functional team of managers and other employees, such as those 

in engineering, sales and marketing, and financing, is needed, as multifaceted 

information and know-how is required to evaluate the economic, technical and 

environmental feasibility of the proposed industrial side stream utilisation–based 

business case. It should be noted that the SS2B process serves as a generalisation 

of how a company can create a viable business from an industrial side stream, and 

the practical implementation of the process may vary case by case.  

As Cooper (2008) states, Stage-Gate is not a linear, rigid system but rather a 

flexible and streamlined one. The same is true for the SS2B process. Stages can be 

worked on in parallel and not in their numerical order; for example, determining 

the business potential of the proposed business case during the business case 

analysis stage requires a deeper understanding of related value chains and business 

ecosystems. Stages and steps can be skipped completely if deemed unnecessary, 

for example, during SS2B implementation, if a company decides to utilise its 

industrial side stream in-house, and as a result, no business ecosystem approach is 

required. As stated by Kinnunen et al. (2011), conducting a full business case 

analysis is not always necessary, and clearly unfeasible or not valuable enough 

ideas should be rejected as early as possible. Figure 3 presents the SS2B process, 

with all the required steps to turn industrial side streams and associated 

technologies into viable businesses. 
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Fig. 3. The SS2B process. 

In what follows, the implementation of the SS2B process is discussed in more detail, 

its stages and steps are explained, and the overall business process logic is backed 

up with literature and empirical findings from the original studies. 

Step 1: Identify the relevant properties. The properties affecting the reuse 

potential and productisation of the case industrial side stream must be identified. 

Because the raw materials and processes used affect the properties of consequent 

side streams, industrial side streams should not be viewed as one homogeneous 

group. Original study I defines universal property categories for industrial side 

streams as alternative cost, contamination, supply (volume and quality) and 

ecosystem requirements. Original study II discusses intangible side streams’ unique 

properties affecting their utilisation, for example, lack of alternative cost and 
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requirement for local utilisation. Original study V found steady supply and minimal 

quality variations to be favourable properties of the case industrial side stream, 

whereas original study III found decentralised low-volume sources of origin to 

cause logistical challenges for industrial side stream utilisation. Similar properties 

of industrial side streams are discussed in the literature (Baumgärtner, 2004; Baxter 

et al., 2017; Lowe, 1997; Schmidt et al., 2021). 

Step 2: Assess the business potential. The economic, technical and 

environmental feasibility of the proposed business case must be evaluated. 

Economic and technical feasibility can be evaluated, for example, by using market 

assessment, technical assessment and financial assessment of the business case 

analysis framework by Kinnunen et al. (2011) and environmental feasibility by the 

business case analysis framework for sustainability by Korse et al. (2016), as 

demonstrated in the original studies. Regarding the market assessment, original 

studies III and V discussed the challenge of substituting an existing product in the 

market and the potential lack of market acceptance towards products made from 

“waste” materials like industrial side streams. Regarding the technical assessment, 

original studies II and IV note that opportunities for industrial side stream 

utilisation should be considered early in the planning process of new operations 

when they can be implemented without operational restrictions. Regarding the 

financial assessment, the original studies illustrate how new revenue streams or 

cost reductions can be achieved by implementing industrial side stream utilisation–

based business cases. Regarding the environmental feasibility assessment, the 

proposed business case’s possible circular economy rebound effect (Zink & Geyer, 

2017) must be evaluated. 

Step 3: Evaluate the strategic fit. The strategic fit evaluation considers the 

business case’s fit to the company’s product, technology and overall business 

strategy (Kinnunen et al., 2011). For example, from a product portfolio 

management perspective, the consideration would be how the case industrial side 

stream productised into a by-product would fit into the company’s existing product 

portfolio and whether product cannibalisation occurs, as discussed by Tolonen et 

al. (2014). Overall, the proposed business case should be aligned with the 

company’s core business. However, as stated in original study V, industrial side 

stream utilisation is rarely part of their producers’ core business, and thus, they need 

to critically evaluate how much resources they should allocate to productising their 

industrial side streams for commercial use as by-products. In original studies III 

and V, how a by-product or a new circular product made from a by-product would 

fit into the company’s product portfolio and company strategy was also discussed. 
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In the case of a poor strategic fit, one option discussed in the original study V and 

by Zhu et al. (2007) is to establish a new subsidiary company whose core business 

is to utilise the industrial side streams produced by the parent company. However, 

Zhu et al. (2007) warn that this strategy of establishing subsidiary companies to 

utilise generated side streams goes against the trend of companies focusing on their 

core business. 

Decision point A: Based on the results of the business case analysis stage of 

the SS2B process, the company must decide whether the identified business 

potential of the proposed business case is adequate to warrant further analysis in 

stage 2 of the SS2B process – the value chain approach. Otherwise, the business 

case is rejected at this point in the SS2B process. Based on the conducted analysis, 

the company should at this point also decide whether it is primarily looking for in-

house or external utilisation for the case industrial side stream, as this decision will 

affect the parameters for analyses conducted in the later stages of the SS2B process. 

Step 4: Identify existing value chains. Operational or otherwise deemed 

commercially viable value chains for the proposed business case must be identified. 

As stated in original study V, these can be, for example, existing value chains for 

currently in-use products identified during the market assessment that the proposed 

business case is trying to substitute. If the industrial side stream is merely 

substituting a raw material source in an existing product, the same value chains can 

continue to be used, as discussed in original study III. International benchmarking 

of similar solutions conducted in original studies I, II and III can also yield 

identified potential commercially viable value chains. Existing commercially 

viable value chains can also be adjusted to fit the proposed business case and the 

circular economy context instead of creating novel circular value chains from 

scratch. Larger value networks should also be considered and identified, as 

demonstrated in original study IV. 

Step 5: Create novel value chains. The creation of novel circular value chains 

is essential for industrial side streams, as without commercially viable value chains 

for their utilisation, economic sustainability cannot be achieved. As stated in 

original studies III and V, there might not be existing value chains for industrial 

side streams and their consequent by-products, which means that novel circular 

value chains for their commercial use must be created. Further, original study II 

discusses the creation of value chains for intangible industrial side stream 

utilisation characterised by the requirement for local utilisation, and original study 

III highlights the role of logistics, as well as reverse logistics, in creating 
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commercially viable circular value chains for industrial side stream utilisation, as 

also stated by Van Buren et al. (2016). 

Step 6: Adapt to local conditions. Local conditions, such as geographical 

characteristics identified in original study III, affect the creation of novel circular 

value chains, and both new and existing value chains must be adapted to these local 

conditions. As original study III was conducted in a sparsely populated region with 

relatively long transportation distances and low amounts of generated industrial 

side streams, these kinds of geographical characteristics were found to cause 

significant logistical challenges for the case industrial side stream’s utilisation that 

would not have been present in a more densely populated area with higher-volume 

industrial side streams. Schmidt et al. (2021) encountered similar challenges in 

their study and highlighted the need for circular value chains to adapt to local 

conditions. Besides such geographical characteristics, these local conditions can be 

location-specific factors, such as taxation or political stability, as identified in 

original study II regarding the data centre industry. 

Decision point B: Based on the results of the value chain approach stage of the 

SS2B process, the company must decide whether identified existing or created 

novel circular value chains yield high enough value for them to warrant the business 

case’s further analysis in stage 3 of the SS2B process – the business ecosystem 

approach. If there are no commercially viable value chains, and they cannot be 

feasibly created, the business case is rejected or put on hold for further iteration. 

Multiple potential commercially viable value chains can be identified for the 

proposed business case, in which case the highest value alternatives are chosen for 

further analysis. Multiple value chain options can be analysed in the business 

ecosystem approach stage, as there necessarily might not be required actors present 

or willing to commit to operationalising the most potential value chain alternative.  

Step 7: Identify the relevant stakeholders. Companies need operationalise the 

value chains selected for further analysis. As stated in original study IV, in the 

circular economy companies should distance themselves from traditional supply 

chain thinking and instead consider business ecosystems and value networks 

composed of multiple companies and their value chains that are interlinked, for 

example, through industrial symbioses. Besides companies, other stakeholders are 

also needed and can contribute to these circular value chains and industrial side 

stream utilisation initiatives, as also stated by Carraresi and Bröring (2021) and 

Lowe (1997). For example, researchers can play an important role in developing 

industrial side stream utilisation–based business cases and their circular value 

chains, industrial symbioses, EIPs, EINs and business ecosystems together with 
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companies and other relevant stakeholders, as demonstrated in the original studies. 

Further, public actors have an important role in providing funding for these 

initiatives, and in removing legislative barriers to the industrial side stream 

utilisation–based business cases, supporting the views of Ghisellini et al. (2016) 

and Lieder and Rashid (2016). 

Step 8: Co-create the ecosystem concept. Transition to the circular economy is 

a joint and conscious effort, and identified relevant stakeholders must come 

together to co-create the business ecosystem (or EIP/EIN) concept around the 

proposed industrial side stream utilisation–based business case and its circular 

value chains. Original study IV presents a business ecosystem co-creation process 

that is applicable in the context of industrial side stream utilisation. During the 

original studies, workshops were found to be a powerful tool in bringing potential 

ecosystem members, researchers and other stakeholders together to give everyone 

a genuine chance to influence the formation of the business ecosystem, and to get 

company representatives in talks with one another about, for example, potential 

industrial symbioses and other cooperative possibilities like utility-sharing. Similar 

findings related to industrial side stream utilisation–related community building 

were discussed by Heeres et al. (2004) and Lowe (1997, 2001). 

Step 9: Evaluate the ecosystem’s health. Mere business ecosystem creation is 

not enough, and the co-created business ecosystem concept must be healthy for 

successful implementation. In original study IV, Lappi et al.’s (2017) ecosystem 

health assessment model was used to assess the health of the created blue 

bioeconomy business ecosystem concept. Potential clashing incentives between 

stakeholders and the economic sustainability of individual members’ business 

models were also considered to ensure the business ecosystem’s health on all three 

levels – business case, business model and business ecosystem level. As Magretta 

(2002) stated, business models are stories that must make sense. Similarly, the story 

of the co-created business ecosystem concept must make sense to all the identified 

relevant stakeholders for them to be willing to commit to the ecosystem and for it 

to provide healthy profits for all the actors involved. As noted in original study IV 

and stated by Adner (2017), the ecosystem’s focal value proposition is more 

important for some actors than others; thus, the Ecosystem Pie Model tool by 

Talmar et al. (2020) can be used to evaluate the alignment risks of the created 

business ecosystem concept described by Adner (2017). Business model innovation 

may be required to align ecosystem members’ business models with each other 

(Adner, 2017) and with the triple bottom line and the principles of the circular 

economy (Bocken et al., 2014; Carraresi & Bröring, 2021). 
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Decision point C: Based on the results of the business case analysis, value 

chain approach and business ecosystem approach stages of the SS2B process, the 

company must decide whether to productise the industrial side stream for 

commercial use as a by-product in stage 4 of the SS2B process – the productisation 

approach. Based on the results of the business ecosystem approach stage, if a 

healthy business ecosystem cannot be created for the otherwise viable and valuable 

proposed business case, it can be put on hold waiting for a time when required 

cooperation can be established, and the related value chains operationalised. 

Step 10: Define the product structure. The productisation approach is needed 

to clarify the offering of the proposed industrial side stream utilisation–based 

business case. Original study V presents the concept of productising industrial side 

streams for commercial use as by-products in commercially viable circular value 

chains. Original study V demonstrates that the productisation of industrial side 

streams into by-products as a process follows the same steps as the productisation 

of any other traditional product. In productisation, a suitable set of intangible and 

tangible elements are combined to form a new sales item for the company, an 

industrial by-product, that can be delivered to customers at an agreed quantity, 

quality and price, as demonstrated in original study V and discussed by Harkonen 

et al. (2015). Industrial by-products can be tangible, as demonstrated in the original 

studies I, III, IV and V, or intangible, as demonstrated in the original studies I and 

II. Further, tangible industrial by-products can include intangible service elements, 

for example, delivery, as discussed in the original study V. 

Step 11: Launch the new by-product. Once the case industrial side stream is 

successfully productised for commercial use, it can be added to the company’s 

product portfolio as a by-product along with its technical and commercial product 

structure, as demonstrated in original study V. Original study V also suggests that 

legally binding contracts should be signed and product descriptions written to 

create a legitimate business. Overall, companies should start considering the 

productisation of the industrial side streams with the same level of seriousness as 

the productisation of their main products; thus, for example, product ownerships 

and responsibilities should be defined for by-products, as discussed in the original 

study V and by Tolonen et al. (2014). Regarding commercialisation, which is 

focused on marketing and introducing products to the markets (Harkonen et al., 

2015), original studies III and IV report that if these new by-products are marketed 

correctly, they can also yield a positive reputation for all the parties involved as 

promoters of the circular economy.  
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Step 12: Measure the performance. Cooper (2008) discusses improvements to 

the original Stage-Gate process (Cooper, 2001) and adds a postlaunch review to the 

process as the last step to enhance accountability for NPD efforts and to foster a 

culture of continuous improvement. The same idea is applied here to the SS2B 

process to look for potential improvements and further iterations. After the new by-

product has been launched to the market, its performance should be measured, for 

example, by using 10 key performance metrics for a company’s new product 

performance defined by Cooper and Kleinschmidt (2007). Information should be 

gathered, for example, about the market, the technical realisation, and the economic 

profitability of the business case, to review how accurate the business potential 

assessments during the business case analysis stage of the SS2B were and how the 

analysis could be improved to assess the future performance of business cases more 

accurately. Companies can also tailor the SS2B process to be more efficient, 

effective and suitable for their specific needs. 
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4 Discussion 

This dissertation builds on current literature on the circular economy and 

contributes to its practical implementation by studying industrial side stream 

utilisation as a phenomenon from a holistic and real-world perspective. Of the three 

levels of initiatives in the circular economy – micro, meso and macro (e.g. Feng & 

Yan, 2007; Ghisellini et al., 2016; Murray et al., 2017) – this dissertation focused 

particularly on the meso level and its inter-firm implementation of the circular 

economy concept. The main objectives of this dissertation were to extend the 

understanding of utilising industrial side streams as a valuable raw material 

(tangible or intangible) in business cases, to study the role of value chains, business 

ecosystems and productisation in efficient industrial side stream utilisation and to 

present a process to create viable businesses from industrial side streams and 

associated technologies. All the objectives of the study were achieved, and based 

on the research contribution of this dissertation, companies are better equipped to 

create viable businesses from industrial side streams in the future. In the following 

section, the theoretical and practical implications of the research contribution are 

discussed.  

4.1 Theoretical implications 

Refocusing circular economy research 

Overall, circular economy research has been criticised for mainly adopting an 

engineering perspective and focusing on the environmental benefits of the circular 

economy (e.g. Lieder & Rashid, 2016; Zink & Geyer, 2017) although its benefits 

are not limited to the environment but to the economy as well (e.g. Deloitte, 2016; 

Ellen McArthur Foundation, 2013a, 2013b; Lewandowski, 2016; Stahel, 2016; 

Wijkman & Skånberg, 2015). Partly based on this criticism, this dissertation 

focused more on the business process perspective than on the engineering aspects 

of the circular economy. Emphasis was placed on the economic benefits for 

companies implementing a circular economy in practice. 

Findings from the studies in this dissertation are consistent with those of Lieder 

and Rashid (2016), who state that the economic benefits of the circular economy 

for companies being inexplicit pose a huge risk for the transition to the circular 

economy, as companies see the circular economy more as s constraint rather than 
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an opportunity for more sustainable economic growth. The research contribution 

of this dissertation supports the recommendation by Lieder and Rashid (2016) and 

Bocken et al. (2014) that the circular economy implementation should avoid 

isolated viewpoints and the prioritisation of environmental and social benefits at 

the expense of economic benefits and vice versa. 

Defining the industrial side stream and industrial by-product 

In this dissertation, an industrial side stream is defined, similarly to Tromans (2001), 

as an unwanted but unavoidable secondary output of the industrial processes that 

refine raw materials and other inputs into products. The majority of the current 

literature refers to these materials as by-products (e.g. Bocken et al., 2016; 

Carraresi & Bröring, 2021; Chertow, 2000; European Union, 2008, 2018; Feng & 

Yan, 2007; Lowe, 1997, 2001; Schmidt et al., 2021; Tsvetkova & Gustafsson, 2012; 

Zhu et al., 2007). The European Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC defines a 

by-product as “a substance or object, resulting from a production process, the 

primary aim of which is not the production of that item”. However, this dissertation 

defines an industrial by-product specifically as an industrial side stream that is 

successfully productised into a standardised sales item. 

A holistic view of the industrial side stream utilisation phenomenon 

Compared to existing literature references, most of which consider certain specific 

industrial side streams and their utilisation mainly from an engineering perspective, 

this dissertation provides a more holistic view of industrial side stream utilisation 

as a phenomenon. A wide variety of theories from the business literature that have 

a well-understood role in business development were included in the theoretical 

framework of this dissertation, as the author of this dissertation and other 

researchers involved in the original studies proposed that these theories must also 

have a role in the development of industrial side stream utilisation–based business 

cases as well. 

To gain a holistic view of the industrial side stream utilisation phenomenon, 17 

different industrial side streams were identified and analysed during the original 

studies, most often through multiple units of analysis. During the original studies, 

dozens of researchers, industry experts and company representatives were 

interviewed for a more profound and multifaceted understanding of both the 
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theoretical and practical implications of the industrial side stream utilisation 

phenomenon.  

The findings of this dissertation highlight that industrial side stream utilisation 

is a complex phenomenon with several related concepts from the business literature, 

as demonstrated in this dissertation, and that the phenomenon is only going to 

become increasingly relevant in the future, for example, owing to looming threats 

of climate change and resource scarcity. Thus, similar studies on industrial side 

stream utilisation should be conducted to build a more holistic understanding of the 

phenomenon. 

Role of value chains, business ecosystems and productisation 

This dissertation reports studies on the role of value chains, business ecosystems 

and productisation in efficient industrial side stream utilisation. Regarding the 

value chain approach, this dissertation argues that new circular economy 

technologies and solutions often lack practical implementation because their 

practicality in real-life operational value chains has not been considered. This 

dissertation finds value chains and their creation essential for industrial side stream 

utilisation, as without commercially viable value chains, economic sustainability 

cannot be achieved. Therefore, novel circular value chains, as well as value 

networks, for the commercial use of industrial side streams as well as their 

consequent by-products must be created and ramped up, and actors are needed to 

operate those value chains and networks. The work in this dissertation identifies 

local conditions, such as geographical characteristics, as a major factor affecting 

the creation of commercially viable circular value chains for industrial side stream 

utilisation. Overall, the findings are consistent with Van Buren et al.’s (2016) view 

that logistics, as well as reverse logistics, play an important role in the value chains 

of the circular economy. 

Regarding the business ecosystem approach, the results reported in this 

dissertation confirm the work of Carraresi and Bröring (2021), Lowe (1997), 

Talmar et al. (2020) and Van Buren et al. (2016) and show the cooperation of 

several companies, from side stream producers to users to other relevant actors and 

stakeholders, to be essential for circular economy implementation. This dissertation 

argues that in the circular economy, companies should distance themselves from 

traditional supply chain thinking and instead consider business ecosystems and 

value networks composed of multiple companies and their value chains that are 

interlinked, for example, through industrial symbioses. Overall, this dissertation 
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agrees with Carraresi et al. (2018), who argue that in the circular economy, value 

chains are moving from firm-centric approaches towards a circular network-centric 

logic, and with Nußholz (2017), who state that business ecosystems require new 

key partners, resources and activities to create and deliver value effectively in the 

circular economy. Regarding the literature on business ecosystem development, the 

findings of this dissertation confirm Lappi et al.’s (2017) and Heeres et al.’s (2004) 

perspectives that business ecosystems and their variations, such as EIPs and EINs, 

can develop spontaneously over time, as well as managed initiatives. As a 

contribution to business ecosystem health literature (e.g. den Hartigh et al., 2006; 

Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Lappi et al., 2017; Letaifa, 2014), this dissertation argues 

that the health of a business ecosystem should be evaluated on three levels – 

business case, business model and business ecosystem level. In particular, the 

evaluation of economic sustainability and the alignment of individual members’ 

business models should be included in ecosystem health assessment models, as 

discussed also by Adner (2017).  

Regarding the productisation approach, this dissertation argues that the 

productisation of industrial side streams for commercial use as industrial by-

products is needed to make industrial side stream utilisation a legitimate business 

with a clear offering and standardised sales items. This dissertation argues that one 

of the challenges of industrial side stream utilisation is the lack of knowledge that 

stakeholders have about side streams and their utilisation. Therefore, it is essential 

for all parties involved to have a clearer vision of what is being sold for what 

purposes through productisation. Thus, this dissertation agrees with Tolonen et al. 

(2014) and Harkonen et al. (2015) that productisation has a specific role in 

clarifying a company’s offering both internally and externally. This dissertation 

discussed the productisation of industrial side streams from both their producers’ 

and users’ perspective and presents a concept for productising potential industrial 

side streams into by-products for commercially viable circular value chains. The 

productisation of industrial side streams as a process was found to follow the same 

steps as the productisation of any traditional product, and the productised industrial 

side streams can be added to companies’ product portfolios as by-products along 

with their commercial and technical product structures. 
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4.2 Practical implications 

The SS2B process 

Compared to the existing literature, this dissertation provides companies with a 

more holistic view of the industrial side stream utilisation phenomenon and, as the 

main practical implication, presents the SS2B process to create viable businesses 

from industrial side streams and associated technologies. In many cases, there is a 

characterised industrial stream, a technologically feasible method is available for 

its utilisation and the proposed utilisation has no legislative barriers; however, no 

one doing business from the proposed industrial side stream utilisation in practice. 

The SS2B process identifies the aspects that need to be considered and the steps 

required to turn these potential industrial side streams and associated technologies 

into viable businesses. Based on the contribution of this dissertation, companies are 

better equipped to create viable businesses from industrial side streams in the future. 

The SS2B process helps industrial side stream producers to assess the 

productisation of their industrial side streams for commercial use as by-products as 

well as helps companies that are considering the utilisation of others’ industrial side 

streams. Applying the SS2B process brings about the required joint effort of a 

cross-functional team of company managers and other employees to evaluate and 

implement the proposed industrial side stream utilisation–based business cases 

successfully in practice. The SS2B process also induces critical and systematic 

evaluation of proposed industrial side stream utilisation–based business cases, as 

using industrial side streams is not always economically or environmentally 

desirable (Lowe, 2001; Van Buren et al., 2016; Zink & Geyer, 2017). 

Properties affecting the industrial side stream’s reuse potential 

This dissertation argues that because the raw materials and processes used affect 

the properties of industrial side streams, they should not be viewed as one 

homogeneous group. This is consistent with the stances of Lowe (1997), Heeres et 

al. (2004) and Tsvetkova and Gustafsson (2012) that these relevant properties of 

industrial side streams must be identified for successful industrial side stream 

utilisation, as they also affect the properties of their consequent by-products. Thus, 

this dissertation provides a tool for rapid preliminary technical and economic 

analysis of industrial side stream utilisation–based business cases in the form of a 

novel categorisation of industrial side streams that divides them based on their 
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origin into four types, each with their distinct properties affecting their reuse 

potential – process residue materials, process residual energy, energy production 

residues and process residual structural components. 

The created categorisation revealed the universal property categories affecting 

each side stream type’s reuse potential to be alternative cost, contamination, supply 

(volume and quality) and ecosystem requirements. Similar properties of industrial 

side streams are discussed by Lowe (1997), Schmidt et al. (2021), Baumgärtner 

(2004) and Baxter et al. (2017). This dissertation highlights the unique properties 

affecting the utilisation of intangible industrial side streams, such as the lack of 

alternative costs and requirements for local utilisation. The findings of this 

dissertation point to the location of industrial side stream generation as a very 

relevant property in terms of its reuse potential as well. Decentralised sources of 

origin were found to cause major logistical challenges in original study III, a 

challenge also encountered by Schmidt et al. (2021). Another relevant property 

identified in this dissertation is whether the industrial side stream has yet to be 

generated. Opportunities for industrial side stream utilisation should be considered 

early in the planning process of new operations when they can be implemented 

without operational restrictions. 

Adapting to local conditions 

Regarding the value chain approach, companies considering implementing 

industrial side stream utilisation–based business cases must adapt identified 

existing value chains and created novel circular value chains according to local 

conditions for them to be commercially viable. For example, geographical 

characteristics were found in original study III to greatly affect the creation of 

commercially viable and ecologically feasible circular value chains and networks 

due to logistical challenges. This was because the study was conducted in Finland, 

which is a sparsely populated Nordic country with relatively long transportation 

distances and low amounts of generated industrial side streams. If the study had 

been conducted in a more densely populated region with a higher volume of 

industrial side stream generation, the role of logistics as a determining factor in the 

feasibility of the analysed utilisation options would likely not have been 

highlighted to the same extent. These kinds of geographical characteristics 

ultimately boil down to the importance of physical proximity highlighted in the 

literature regarding industrial symbioses by Chertow (2000), Heeres et al. (2004) 

and Bocken et al. (2016). Besides geographical characteristics, these local 
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conditions can be location-specific factors, such as taxation or political stability, 

identified in original study II regarding the data centre industry. Similar challenges 

to circular value chain creation caused by local conditions identified in this 

dissertation are discussed by Schmidt et al. (2021). Thus, this dissertation argues 

that companies implementing industrial side stream utilisation–based business 

cases and value chains must adapt to local conditions to be successful. 

Establishing cross-industrial and cross-sectoral collaborations 

Regarding the business ecosystem approach, this dissertation finds the creation of 

healthy business ecosystems (spontaneously or as a managed initiative) around the 

industrial side stream utilisation–based business cases and value chains to be 

essential for their success. This dissertation argues that this requires cross-industrial 

and cross-sectoral collaboration. Current literature on the circular economy (e.g. 

Bocken et al., 2014; Carraresi & Bröring, 2021; Chertow, 2000; Lowe, 1997) 

discusses cross-industrial collaboration, meaning collaboration between companies 

from different industries, as well as cross-sectoral collaboration, for example, 

between private and public sectors. However, this dissertation also agrees with 

Lowe (2001) and Heeres et al. (2004) that other stakeholders are merely enablers 

and that primary action in circular economy implementation is always with 

companies. Thus, enabling stakeholders must encourage active company 

participation. 

This dissertation confirms the views of Carraresi and Bröring (2021) and Lowe 

(1997), who state that besides companies operating circular value chains, other 

stakeholders not directly part of those value chains must also be involved, for 

example, public actors and research organisations. This dissertation highlights the 

role of researchers in developing industrial side stream utilisation–based business 

cases and their circular value chains, industrial symbioses, EIPs and business 

ecosystems together with companies and other relevant stakeholders. Consistent 

with current literature (e.g. Ghisellini et al., 2016; Lieder & Rashid, 2016), this 

dissertation finds public actors to have an important role in removing legislative 

barriers to the industrial side stream utilisation and in providing funding for the 

development of these initiatives through circular economy research and 

development projects. 

This dissertation identifies best practices for the establishment of these 

collaborative relationships. Original study IV presents a process for business 

ecosystem co-creation that is applicable in the context of industrial side stream 
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utilisation. Consistent with the views of Lowe (1997, 2001) and Heeres et al. (2004), 

information about industrial side streams and their properties must be disseminated 

locally to recruit potential stakeholders into the community. The findings of this 

dissertation reveal workshops to be a powerful tool in bringing potential ecosystem 

members, researchers and other stakeholders together, which allows them a genuine 

chance to influence the formation of the business ecosystem, as company 

representatives discuss potential industrial symbioses and other cooperative 

possibilities, such as utility-sharing. 

This dissertation agrees with Lowe (1997, 2001), Heeres et al. (2004) and 

Ghisellini et al. (2016) that the interdependency caused by industrial symbioses is 

a potential financial risk for companies and a risk to their business continuity, which 

may discourage them from adopting industrial symbioses, even though they could 

yield competitive advantages for them as well. Thus, especially based on the 

experiences from original study IV, this dissertation agrees with Heeres et al. (2004) 

that during the initial development of a business ecosystem around industrial side 

stream utilisation, focusing on utility-sharing initiatives instead of full industrial 

symbioses may be an appropriate approach. In original study IV, the created 

business ecosystem concept was not fully realised partly because all the required 

companies to make selected value networks operational could not be committed to 

the ecosystem because the economic and technical feasibility of planned industrial 

symbioses was questionable. However, some utility-sharing initiatives were more 

successful, and thus, focusing on these lower-risk initiatives initially may 

encourage companies to later consider implementing and investing in industrial 

symbioses, as stated by Heeres et al. (2004). 

Despite the identified importance of cross-industrial and cross-sectoral 

collaboration, this dissertation also agrees with Lowe (2001), who states that a 

single company can create its own network of industrial side stream utilisation, and 

with Zhu et al. (2007), who give an example of a company establishing multiple 

new business functions and internal industrial symbioses to utilise all the generated 

industrial side streams. Thus, this dissertation argues that one viable alternative, 

especially for larger industrial plants with multiple industrial side streams 

generated, could be to establish a new subsidiary company whose core business is 

to utilise the industrial side streams produced by the parent company. However, 

Zhu et al. (2007) warn that this strategy of establishing completely new business 

functions to utilise their own side streams can lead to a more complex system that 

is difficult to manage and goes against the trend of companies focusing on their 
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core business. Talmar et al. (2020) also note that companies are rarely able to 

materialise complex value propositions by themselves.  

Industrial side stream utilisation as a core business 

Regarding the productisation approach, this dissertation argues that companies 

must successfully productise industrial side streams into commercial industrial by-

products to make industrial side stream utilisation a legitimate business with a clear 

offering and standardised sales items, and to create a company-wide understanding 

of how this offering is produced. This dissertation argues that companies should 

start considering the productisation of industrial side streams with the same level 

of seriousness as their main products. Thus, this dissertation agrees with Tsvetkova 

and Gustafsson (2012), who state that industrial by-products can be as important as 

companies’ main products. This dissertation agrees with Tolonen et al. (2014) and 

argues that similarly to main products also by-products’ ownerships and 

responsibilities must also be defined. Further, legally binding contracts with 

customers must be signed, quality standards must be established, product 

descriptions must be written, and by-products must be added to companies’ product 

portfolios along with their defined commercial and technical product structures 

including all the tangible and intangible elements. 

This dissertation found one aspect differentiating the productisation of 

industrial side streams from their producers’ main products to be that the 

productisation of industrial side streams is rarely part of their core business. 

Therefore, the strategic fit to the company’s product, technology and overall 

business strategy is often rather poor and thus, companies must carefully consider 

how much resources they should allocate to the productisation of their industrial 

side streams. Owing to this usually poor strategic fit, companies may view the 

productisation of their side streams to be unimportant or of low value to their 

business. However, this dissertation agrees with Tsvetkova and Gustafsson (2012) 

who argue that companies can gain a competitive advantage by finding new 

revenue streams and cost reductions through industrial side stream utilisation. This 

is also consistent with Carraresi and Bröring (2021), who argue that in the circular 

economy, industrial side stream utilisation can become a primary core business for 

some companies, and companies can conduct new circular business models in 

parallel with their existing linear business models to allow a smoother transition to 

the circular economy. 
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This dissertation identifies the challenges of industrial by-products as sales 

items. For example, there might not be existing value chains for their commercial 

use, in which case they must be created. If there are existing value chains in which 

a by-product or a new circular product made from a by-product could substitute an 

existing product, one potential problem identified in original studies III and V was 

the potential lack of market acceptance towards “waste” materials, as discussed 

also in the literature by Baumgärtner (2004), Baxter et al. (2017), Park and Chertow 

(2014) and others. Original study V identifies one potential challenge to be 

persuading companies to change their current solutions to new ecological, yet 

unproven, alternatives. Schmidt et al. (2021) discuss similar challenges in 

substituting existing alternatives with decades of experience in their practical use. 

Original studies III and V discuss how these new products and by-products would 

fit into companies’ existing product portfolios. One distinct advantage of industrial 

by-products regarding their commercialisation identified in this dissertation is that 

they can be marketed using environmental friendliness as a selling argument, and 

adding them to the offering can gain a positive reputation for all the companies 

involved as promoters of the circular economy. 

4.3 Validity and reliability 

According to Yin (2018), the quality of social science research can be evaluated 

through four commonly used tests: construct validity, internal validity, external 

validity and reliability. Construct validity evaluates the operational measures used 

in the study, internal validity evaluates causal relationships within the study, 

external validity evaluates whether and how results can be generalised, and 

reliability evaluates the repeatability of the study (Yin, 2018). However, according 

to Yin (2018), descriptive case studies are not concerned with causal relationships; 

thus, the test of internal validity is not relevant to the research design used in this 

dissertation. 

Construct validity. In terms of construct validity, the descriptive embedded 

multiple case study research design was an appropriate choice for this study to 

produce the desired results according to the criteria set by Yin (2018), as it studies 

industrial side stream utilisation as a contemporary complex social phenomenon 

from a holistic and real-world perspective. Yin (2018) warns that the holistic 

approach can sometimes be too broad, leaving research too abstract. This is a valid 

criticism in the case of this study, as it includes a wide variety of theories, which 

means, for example, that an in-depth review of the relevant literature for each 
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theory was not conducted owing to pragmatic limitations. However, arguably, this 

inclusion of theories was necessary to gain a holistic view of industrial side stream 

utilisation as a phenomenon. To improve the construct validity of this dissertation 

and its original studies, the methods suggested by Yin (2018) were applied – use 

multiple sources of evidence, establish a clear chain of evidence and have key 

informants review the case study reports.  

In the original studies, multiple sources of evidence were used, and data were 

collected by multiple investigators. To avoid collecting evidence to support a single 

point of view, as warned by Yin (2018), the strategies proposed by Eisenhardt (1989) 

were employed, namely conducting key informant interviews in teams with 

assigned roles and excluding some researchers involved in the studies from the field 

study altogether. A chain of evidence was established through proper research 

documentation, and case reports were reviewed by key informants in original 

studies III, IV and V. As suggested by Yin (2018), in original studies I, III and IV, 

the majority of the data collected was uploaded to databases created for ongoing 

circular economy research and development projects, and, as suggested by 

Eisenhardt (1989), frequent researcher meetings were held once a month where 

investigators were able to share their thoughts and emergent ideas.  

According to Yin (2018), interviews are one of the most important sources of 

evidence in case studies. Dozens of researchers, industry experts and company 

representatives were interviewed across all the original studies. However, as stated 

by Gupta and Awasthy (2015), one weakness of qualitative studies is using people’s 

experiences as data because they are inherently context-bound and subjective rather 

than objective. According to Yin (2018), another weakness regarding data accuracy 

is overreliance on documentation, as existing documentation might not be truthful, 

and researchers might end up being misled by faulty documentation provided by 

parties having their own objectives for information dissemination. To combat both 

weaknesses highlighted by Gupta and Awasthy (2015) and Yin (2018), in this 

dissertation and during its original studies, multiple sources of evidence and 

triangulation methods were used, and information found from existing 

documentation was mostly confirmed through interviews with company 

representatives and experts and vice versa. Thus, we can with relative certainty 

state that no such overreliance on one source of evidence exists.  

Another potential weakness regarding interviews is identified by Yin (2018) 

who state that researchers might ask leading questions during interviews, thus 

unbeknownst to them tampering with the evidence. A proper interview protocol 

was used to combat this, and semi-structured interviews’ predetermined questions 
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were carefully worded. Another potential weakness related to interviews is that no 

audio was recorded; thus, the researchers had to rely on their notes to recall their 

content. However, as argued by Gupta and Awasthy (2015), these notes might not 

be completely objective because, as in qualitative studies, researchers are not 

separate from the phenomenon under study, and their values and interests become 

part of the research process. This problem was alleviated by the fact that evidence 

was collected by multiple investigators. Another weakness of this study in terms of 

construct validity is that questionnaires could have been used more and more 

successfully to gather quantitative data to complement the qualitative data collected, 

as suggested by Eisenhardt (1989).  

External validity. In terms of external validity, one of the main criticisms of 

case study research is its apparent inability to generalise results. Principles and 

lessons learned from case studies can potentially apply to a broad variety of 

situations, but generalising them can be difficult (Yin, 2018). According to Yin 

(2018) and Eisenhardt (1989), in multiple case studies, such as this dissertation, 

replication logic is essential to improve the external validity of the study. The better 

the replication of results across cases, the greater the support for them (Yin, 2018). 

Pattern matching (Yin, 2018) to theoretical propositions and triangulation from 

multiple sources of evidence were used to generalise the results from single case 

studies, and the cross-case synthesis technique (Yin, 2018) was used to draw 

generalisable cross-case conclusions from multiple case studies. Further, the 

findings were tied to existing literature to enhance their generalisability, as 

suggested by Eisenhardt (1989). 

A self-evident weakness of the study in terms of its external validity is that it 

was conducted in the context of Finland, and all the empirical data were collected 

only from Finnish industries. If the study would had been conducted by analysing 

a different set of case industrial side streams in a different context, for example, 

industries in other countries, it is plausible that the results would have highlighted 

different factors regarding successful industrial side stream utilisation than those 

identified in this dissertation. For example, as stated in original study III, 

geographical characteristics greatly affect the creation of commercially viable 

value chains. If a similar study were to be conducted instead of a sparsely populated 

Nordic country with relatively long transportation distances in a more densely 

populated area with a higher volume of industrial side stream generation, other 

factors besides the importance of logistics would likely be highlighted.  

To improve the study’s external validity, more individual cases from different 

industries, countries and cultures could have been analysed to gain a more 
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comprehensive view of the phenomenon. According to Eisenhardt (1989), an 

adequate number of cases is achieved when theoretical saturation is reached; 

however, in practice, this is rarely the case, and pragmatic considerations became 

a limiting factor for the number of cases analysed in this study. Thus, it is plausible 

to question whether the cases analysed in this study form a large enough sample 

size to draw generalisable conclusions about industrial side stream utilisation as a 

phenomenon. However, according to Yin (2018), in case studies such as this 

dissertation, where analytical generalisations are drawn instead of statistical 

generalisations, the number of cases is less relevant.  

This study used theoretical sampling (Eisenhardt, 1989), and relevant case 

industrial side streams from different industries were chosen mainly based on 

access to data. According to Gupta and Awasthy (2015), cases should be selected 

based on their ability to provide relevant information for the research questions set 

for the study. The cases chosen for this study were mostly potential cases emerging 

through circular economy research and development projects, and some cases were 

even recommended to the researchers by entrepreneurs and other stakeholders. 

Thus, it is plausible that industrial side stream cases with favourable utilisation 

potential were chosen, and therefore the results of the study may not give a full 

picture of the development of industrial side stream utilisation–based business 

cases at large. This vulnerability of the study in terms of its external validity was 

identified following Yin (2018), who note that the analysed cases might later turn 

out not to be as expected. In this study, the analysed cases were thought to be 

relatively common cases of industrial side stream utilisation. However, if they later, 

as more cases are studied, turn out to be unusual or even extreme cases, as defined 

by Yin (2018), this would affect the study’s external validity. Although careful 

consideration has been taken not to misrepresent the cases, it is not out of the 

question that this could occur due to how the cases were selected.  

Reliability. In terms of reliability, this study has the greatest flaws. Reliability 

evaluates how well another researcher, following the same described procedures, 

could repeat the study and arrive at the same findings and conclusions. As such, the 

goal of a reliability test is to minimise potential errors and biases in a study (Yin, 

2018). Yin (2018) suggests that using a case study protocol, developing a case study 

database and maintaining a chain of evidence are ways to improve the reliability of 

the study. However, Yin (2018) also notes that in reality, possibilities to perfectly 

repeat multiple case study research on a contemporary complex social phenomenon, 

such as the one described in this dissertation, are slim. Case studies are often 
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criticised for their lack of rigour and for not following systematic procedures in 

their research (Yin, 2018). This criticism is justified here.  

Although proper research documentation about the evidence collected was kept, 

and the majority of the data in original studies I, III and IV was uploaded to 

databases created for ongoing research and development projects, the same cannot 

be said about the documentation of the research procedures used to attain that 

evidence. In this dissertation, the case study method was chosen quite 

spontaneously, as potential cases regarding industrial side stream utilisation started 

to emerge through various circular economy research and development projects in 

which the researchers were involved, enabling extensive access to primary and 

secondary data of the phenomena studied. This meant that some of the cases were 

identified, and data from them were collected before the study was even officially 

initiated and its case study protocol and research questions defined. 

For this reason, and because the data collection was done by multiple 

investigators over a four-year period, the chain of evidence, especially regarding 

those early identified cases, lacks detailed information about how the data was 

specifically acquired, as such information was not documented at the time. 

However, as a perfect replication of the study is almost impossible in any case (Yin, 

2018), the overall methodology, research design and used sources of evidence and 

data analysis methods are explained in a level of detail that allows other researchers 

to design and conduct a similar study in another context to further extend the 

understanding of utilising industrial side streams as a valuable raw material in 

business cases.  

4.4 Recommendations for further research  

The obvious recommendation for further research based on this dissertation is to 

conduct a case study of companies applying the SS2B process in practice. What are 

the concrete benefits that companies, their managers and other employees can 

receive through implementing SS2B as part of their new product development 

procedures? Are companies applying the SS2B process better equipped to create 

viable businesses from industrial side streams and their associated technologies? 

What are the potential improvements and further iterations of the SS2B process 

required? 

Another recommendation for further research emerged from the dissertation’s 

construct validity. This study provides a very holistic view of industrial side stream 

utilisation as a phenomenon. Thus, more in-depth studies should be conducted on 
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each of the individual theories included in the scope of this dissertation to better 

understand their specific roles in the development of successful industrial side 

stream utilisation–based business cases. A similar holistic study should also be 

conducted, starting from different theories and theoretical propositions, to study 

their roles in industrial side stream utilisation, for example, circular supply chains.  

Regarding the discussion about this dissertation’s external validity, similar 

studies on industrial side stream utilisation as a phenomenon should be conducted 

in other countries using case industrial side streams from vastly different industries 

to better understand to what extent the results of this dissertation are context-bound. 

Further, case studies on industrial side streams that have been successfully 

productised into commercial industrial by-products should be conducted to gain a 

better understanding of the success factors of industrial side stream productisation. 

A similar study could be conducted on failed cases of industrial side stream 

utilisation to understand the most common obstacles and pitfalls faced and how 

they could have been avoided.  

Carraresi and Bröring (2021) argue that in the circular economy business, the 

valorisation of industrial side streams can become a primary core business of 

companies, and according to Tsvetkova and Gustafsson (2012), industrial by-

products can be as important as companies’ main products. Thus, further research 

could be done on the implications of industrial side stream utilisation on production 

planning and new product development processes. For example, in some cases, 

optimising the efficiency of the main product process can eliminate a saleable by-

product, and the interplay between these two aspects of production processes could 

be studied from the company’s overall value creation and environmental protection 

perspectives. 

Overall, more research on all fronts of the circular economy and the industrial 

side stream utilisation phenomenon is still required to raise the utilisation rates of 

currently underutilised industrial side streams. New knowledge, strategies, 

approaches, methods and tools are needed to support the transition to the circular 

economy. In this chapter, some recommendations were given to guide the direction 

of further research. 
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